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INTRODUCTI9N 4d

OverView of Project Developmental Continuity (PO)

The Office of Child Development'originated Project
-Developmental COntinuity.(PDC) in-1974-as a Read Start-
demonstrationprogram "aimed at promoting greater continuity
of education-and comprehensive child development services
f-orchildreh as they make the transition from preschool-to ..
sch0O1." The single most important effect of this under-
taking, it is hoped, will be to =enhance the social competence
of the children served--that isi to increase -their everyday
effectiveness in dealing with their environmentAat school,
at home, in the community, and in society). PDC also aims-
to bring about broader ,and more intensive involvement of
parents and teaefiers.in the governance of school. affairs,
andto promote positive change in the institutional process,
:even beyond the people who may occupy the institution at a
given time.

As part.of the overall Head Start improvement and
innovation effort, PDC eMphasizes the-involvement of admini-
atrators, classrooMi-staff,' and patents in fbrmulat {ng educa-
tional gbals and developing a:comprehensive curriculum. The
object,is to ensure that children- receive continuous
individualized attention as.they progross'from,Head Start
through the early primary grades. If the program successful,
existing discontinuities between Head Start and.olementary
school experiences will be reduced by PDC mechanisms that
encourage communication and mutual decision-making among
preschool and elementary School teachers, administrators,
and parents.

:Two program model's provide alternative ayS Of establishing
administrativedministrative structure for continuity. In the Preschool

o

7

chol Linkages approach, administratively separate Head Start
And elementary school programs are broUght together by the
device of a PDC Counc-ii, whose membership includes teachers,
parents', and administrators from both organizations. In the
Early Childhood Schools.,approach, Head Start and elementary



school programs ate combined both administratively (by the
Council) and physically (in the same - building), Creating a
new institution., In both,apprbacnes a qualitatively different
program is expected to emerge as a result, of
elementary-school. cooperation.

Continuity i5 expected to he establish td in'twO contexts%P
that oftne,chdividual child and that of the schbol structure.

.In Ole.f4rst,context,,contlnuity )10kags, for example, that a,
child shoUldlnotjrave to hay.e.,his 6tjher personal' nature.and
needs redigC-overed each year as he or she moves from one lade
to the next;':i.nstead the 'Child should become a arz:pre fully
recognized.member Of the school "family as time passes.
In the context Of school structure, continuity iniplies'a
COoperative'pursuit of common goals, and this involves artf-
culatian of philosophies and methods in all the various. areas
:of schdol enterprise. It is expected that structural continuity
Will cortribute directly to continuity in the attentiOn given
to individual children.

School'orglizations at/15 sites around,thecountry
received Ocip funding during 4,974-75 (Brogram Year I) to design
and.plan future implementation of'seven'prescribed components
of PDC: 1

o, Administration: administrative coordination between'
and within -Head Start and elementary ischopl;-

o Education: coordination of curriculum approaches,-
and educational goals;

.

Training:_ preser ice and inservice training for
teachers and chilrearing training for parents;

Developmental Support services: comprehensive
services (medical, nutritional, and social) to_
children and families;

o Parent Involvement: parent.participation'iti policy-
making, home-School activities, and classroom
visits or volunteering;

o Services for the Handicapped: services for handicapped,
children. and children with learning disabilities;

o Bilingual/Bicultural and Multicultural Education:
'progra s for bilingual /bicultural or multicultural
child n.



During Year II, 197-76, 14 sites-(one had thdrawn
'voluntarily), comprising a totalof 42Head Sta center_
and elementary so fools, began their "start-up" ar, pilot.
testing: their adaptations of th PDC progrqm ad rding. to
Tlans-they had drawn_ up during Program Year -e program
is currently in Year III, 197677,4 and PDC is nc4gisupposed
to ex,is in mature-form at the 13 participating' ites (a
second site withdrew at the end of Year II) . longitudinal
st dy of PDC is commissioned, the-prqgram's effe s will be

amined throughoUt.lhe period beginning -with ,tHO: present
year and continuing until -dhe end of.the 1980-chool year.
This is the pefiod durin'6 which children in the :11.rrent

testing samples (-Cohort 2) will progress from He d Start
ough grade 3. -7

Purposes of the PLC ffvaruation

The major purpose of the PDC" evaluation i s tto aid the
Office of Child-Development.in its efforts to design effective
programs for early childhood education. To accomplish this,
thereveluationcWill-ultimately have to provide answers 'Co
the following critical questions about PDC's impact:

How does PDC affect childre 's oi61 competence?

How does PDC affect parents

How does PI')C atteet the attitude and workstyles
of .teathers and other st-ffq

How does -PDC affect the school organization in
terms of.Thflosophy, methods,. and social climate?

In addition to -describing the consequences of PDC', the
aluation will describe and analyze the processes. -that led_

to those consequences. Although the as8essMent of children's'
i

.

social competence. is very important and is emphasized n the-
present-r.ke-port, the relationship of this to the

,

rept,i-,of the 1

evaluation should not be neglected. , Volume 2 of Interim
Report IV (AugUst 1976) delineates' the process evaluation
more fully; it iq-CLffi6iet to_empasia, here that'the aims
of the total ev= luation are to produce' conclusions about..
what hap ned (_mpact) and how and why' it happened (pro:aess).
this int -n-mation will facilitate future decisions about
whet cher tle prodrom should be replicated; and if so, how
:L.piicaiion can h(-1,t= be accomplishea,in the light of past
experience.



Purposes of this ReF;art

Last year (Program Year* l$) ,,a sample of Head Start
children participated in pil4I-testing of the 'instruments ,.

tentatively selected for the' PDC battery. Demographic
data were also-collected-for these children, tifd-informatiOn
regarding grade-tograde. attrition for childrUh in past
years was gathered from each site. This information provided,
reliminary answers to three critical questions:,

1. Are, the measuring- instruments appropriate to
the task?

Are the PDC and comparisol7 groups really
comparable?

3, Will-large enough samples-of children remain
in PDC and comparison schools at each site to
permit a Jongitudinal study of program effects?

On the basis, of answers gained last year to question 1,
some instruments were - eliminated from the battery and-others
were modified. On the basis of last year's findings with
regard to question 2, recomMendations-'were made to sites
concerning procedures that could be followed during the.
Head Start enrdllment period to balance PDC and comparison
groupsin certain important respects. And on the basis
of the projections made in connection with question S,'the
likelihood-was assessed that the samples would remain' .c

large enough over a five-year term to permit continuing
statistical analysis of their performance.'

n
These same issues--instrument suitability, comparabilityP

of groups, and adequacy of sample size--are examined again
in thisreport.using data, gathered in the fall of Year III.
The purfpose of this re- xaminatibn iS,:t.Q verify preliminary,
diciations from Year I. These findings and others are
tegrated in this report, -and their implicationsmTor a
ngitudinal study of PDC's impact are consiqpred. The

discussion concludes with liminary recOmmendations for
the tuture',of the evaiva

fallowing and brie statements of.the,rationales for
issues dealt with in this report.riressing,theApaticula

These conclusions are umented and discussed in Interim
Report IV, Volume i, Pilot Year Impact Study: Instrument
Characteristics and Attrition Trends, Aucjust 1976.,



r,

Instrument ap opriateness Si e the ultimate goal
of FDC is to enhance the social com of children, it
is essential to the evaluation that _he instruments used
yield measures that, coliectively-1r present, social competence
in an accurate and meaniNgful way. The criteria uted in this
and past, reports for judging the adequacy of the, instruments
include:

internal cons stency (the extent td which an
instrument's onstituent items s-agree on what
they reflectlabout

/

stability (correspondence between total scores on
the same instrument given sto,the same. children at
two time-points),

1

val2dity (the degree to which an instrument measures
what it dSsu-iposed to measure),

sensitivity to change (an instrument's respons
to change over time in the characteristics mea

relevance to social competence (the degree to rich
the information produced by an instrument contributes
to :knowledge of a child's social competence),

r,'%ee.eLop4iiental spdn (su=itability for children across
thr age range prospectively covered by the PDC
evaluation), and
4

'ease-of administration (the cost initiMe, effort;
and resources of administerihg an AnstrOment) ,

eemparaipility of _rOupS. The effects of-.PDC upon
children- will be deterMined primarily by comparing the perfor-
mance of children in'PDC testing samples with the performance
of children who Are similar, ,but who do not participate-in
PDC (i.e.0, a comparison group).. The assumption implicit_ in
'this is that,the children in the two groups would remain .

parallel were it note for the intervention of PDC, and pus
the way ildren in the comparison group'perform in the future
stands f6r the way PDC children would have performed without
the pr advantage of PK% Whether this assum-tion
itself stand or falls depends upon the initial eq-ivalence'

oof Lhe two groups. unlosa3. -they are very simila



with, or can legitimately be equalized by statistical'mpans,
\-110 sensible comparison can be made. The similarity o PAC
and cOmp4rison groupS at each site, and at all siteS:eollec
tively is eamined in this report as a cheek on the
of group comparability.

Present sample size and projected attrition./ In addition
to the requirement of comparability, it is also .important
that the PDC and comparison testing samples remain large
enotigh as time'passesto-permit continuing analyses of thgi
relative. performance. Attrition will gccur,inevitably, and
the.smallerthe groups becoMe, the more dif#Culeit. will-
be to separate P-Dcs_effects from the effeetS of the many,.
other factors thatoeontribute to the performance (:),f the
children involvecL

In the fall of this' ___ Program YearIIIi a-check'
was made on the number of children -from the .year II PDC
and'cOmparison,Head Start testing samples who had enrolled
in kindergarten at PDC and comparison eleMentary/schools,,
respectively. Non-enrollment,, obviously'constitUtes
attrition. Since last year's' children (Cohort1). come
from tha,same opulations as this year's target children
(Conert2), the /Cohort 1 attrition- rate-proVides a basis
for estttatitcj Cohort 2 rate. Projections of year-to7
year attrition from Co=hort 2 are presented and discussed:
in this retort.

_OrOanization of Report

Chapter II, MethodS.,, The data -collection d data .

.ana.lysis-.prbeedOres followed d'Unitig: thd-Current,7phase of, the
Impact 'Study are described hereThese.-deScriiDtions,doc6Ment
the originS of the data presented

e
in.thiS report.

Chapter III, Findings, -This Chapt presents:

o tabulations of criticaljeha aoteristics of the
instruments in the battery,

comparisons ofthe:Characteristics -the PbCand
comparison groUpS both by site and. colectively,:

assellmvIts of sami)jo size and attritionattr do rata for
the _ups in each si



Chapter IV, Conclusions. Findings on croup co pa ability,
adequaty the samples, and adequacy of the instruents are .

summarized here, and prospects for continUation of he Impact
tudy are considered in ,he light ofhese findings. The
crux of the deliberations is whether or not it will be possible
to provide satisfactory tests of OCD'a' major hypotheses,about
PDC's effects, on children.

Changee- in Plans Last Repai

Cancellation of Teacher and-Parent Surveys. As has
been noted, it -is expected that children, parents; teachers,.
and the school organizAtion will all be af/teeted positively
by PDC, andthe evaluation ha e been designedexpressly to
provide for aasessmentof,the program's consequences in
each of t se fourdomains. -Large-soale:surveYa of teachers
aryd .par -ts were to have been the principal means of Meastiring

14.7

theImpaCt elt,:in these groups. The Survey§ originally
were to havbeen. conducted in,sPring/1'976. All, the
necessary preparations werethadd, but plans were postponed
because/- /of delays -in the process of Clearing the forms_-, .

with- t}ye office of Management and Budget (OMB) . The:surveys
were rescheduled' for. spring 1977, and although OMB approval
had AIll'not been received 13 firstrst of this year,
preparations were made pnce4-I-,again, in anticipation of approval.
However', in February OMB announced that 'the" survey plans
wou_d not be approved at all, nor would'_ plan§ be approved
for a full-scale studlof program implementation in PDC
andcomparison school. The -rea:SOps:for the decision have
not yet been-.stated, .*.huts no/accounft of them can be offered
here,- ..

Althoughit is ipossible that the decision, or some part
of it, will be reversed; or hat alternativP' plans might
beapproVed, it is 'unlikely _hat sufficient time will remain
in this yOar to conduct they surveys .- The next-impact Study
report was to havecontaine? __41 analysis of responses to

-these surveys.; preehten-- irCterms of differences between
PDC veTsus:compaison'teachers/and PDC versus comparison
parents,. ,and injterms of connections discovered between
prozq*am features and teacher/parent attitudes. Now, as
c4ticalids thi Information may be to decision about.PDC's
futtire,ie willYbe inaccessible, at !least for the preSent
yeaj'.

7



Delayed commencement of fall testing in Florida. Last
year, concerns.arOse about the size of the Florida PDC and
comparison samples, and about attrition among the children
there. These concerns led to deliberation over the site
status in the evaluation. To resolve the issue, OCD and
High/Scope conducted a joint study op-Site in October 1976.
The conclus _ the study was that the number of children

0likely rEmain enrolled from Head Start thimugh grade 3
is at itast cf=-high in Florida as it is in!other sites..
Thus it waS-decided that Florida would remain in the evalu-
atien, However, this decision Was. made about one month after
the time when preparations for fall testing Ordinarily would
have begun. Consequently, testing began three-weeks later
in Florida than it did elsewhere, and the data could not be
processed in 'time for this report. An account of the results
of testing there will be presented in the August 1977 Impact
Study report.

Addition of comparison elementary schools. Since the
last reporting period, some changes have been made in desig-
nation of comparison elementary schools for three sites.
These changes' were initiated, jointly by the PDC coordinator
at each site and High/Scope to ensure that when children
in the comparison Head Start testing samples progress to
elementary school, the greatest number. .possible will go to
participating comOarison sahools rather than to non-participating
school's. (Children'who go to designated comparison schools
Can be tested periodically over, the longitudinal:term:of
the study, but children who go to other school mayibe lost
to the study.) The following schools 'have thus been added -
to the -lists that appeared in Appendix F of Interim Report
IV, Volume 1:

Site

Iowa

Michigan

Added Comparison Scl(ools

Cassidy, Edmond, Phillips, Stowe

oqers

Utah Liberty, Lowell

,Administration of the PPLAT in Texas. In spring 1976,
the Preschool Productive Language Assessment Task (PPLAT),

experimental procedure developed at High/Scope, was
administered to a -small number of the children in `the
ConnectiCut and Iowa testing samples. (The.PPLAT is designed



to yield measures that characterize children's spontaneous
use of language in social situations.) '71, resulting data
were analyzed in coniunction,with other PDC-data that had
already been obtained for tile same children. The 161.34rpose-

of this analysis -was to explore the merits of incorporating
the PPLAT in the PDC battery. The investigation produced
the conclusion that the procedure does yield measures of
language behavior_ that complement the other PDC measures in
interesting and potentially useful ways. For example, certain
PPLAT variables seem to be related to teachers' ratings of
children's social demeanor, but not at all to the children's
perforMance:on cognitive--tests, while other variables produced
by the same PPLAT procedure Seem to be related to test
performance but not to teachers' ratings. Although the
sample was too small and the analytic procedure-too
exploratory ro warrant formal' presentation of results hete,
the PPLAT way found sufficiently promising to justify its

-continued refinement as a tool for the PDC evaluation.
Accordingly,'1t was-decided to continue =dministration of
the PPLAT (with some modifications,Imade in light of the.
recent findings) at a single site.

The decisior:i to continue' the.PPLAT at one site rather
than all, or rather than none, was-based upOn a concern
tor,using the evaluation's resources 'to best advantage.
Since the test's validity is yet to be demonstrated, it
would be premature to administer it to all the childrenv\
who.. receive the other tests, bu't because the:-PDCbattery
Jacks a naturalistic measure of language proficiency and
because this one is promising, there is much to. ,learn from
its continued application and refinement.

Since development of language proficiency receives
greatest emphasis at the PDC Bilingual/Bicultural Demons4ation
sites, it was deemed most practical to continue the'use of-
the PPLAT in Texas, the site with -the largest number of (

'1Spanish-speaking (and thus potentially bilingual) students. ;,_-
:,Administration of the PPLAT was begun in early February.
at that site and will be completed by-early March 1977.
The procedure is conducted in each child,'ssio4nant language,'
either Spanish or English (as _indicated by earlier PDC,.
assessments), and also in the alternate language, if the
frchild possesses that capability



Plans fc rf`the.Next Reporting Period
s ,

Preliminary analysis of PDC's--impact on 'childr- . By
rin 1977, 'children in the PDC-Head Start testing samples

will have participated for nearly a full year in the PLC
;progrdm,_,and it will be possible then to conduct meaningful
ests of the hypothesis of PDC group gain o 'Yer the comparison
group. The next Impact Study report, scheduled fir August'
1977, will preyent the results of this first test of the ,

,hypothesis.

Preliminary analysis of relationships between imple-
mentation and impact. The Ausost report will also-present
the results of an analytic search for relationships between
implementation variables and impact variables. This analysis
will seek to establish connections between measures of desired
outcomes '(p4-:imarily, children's test performance) and the
degree to which various` aspects of -the program have been
realized from site to site (as determined by the implemen-
tation Study).

Analysis of PPLAT data. 'The next repo--t will include
an account yf the first formal analysis of data from the
1P4AT admini7%stered in Spanish or English or ,both to all
children in -the PDC and comparison Head Start samples in
Texas.
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Data Collection Procedures

To establish a data collection routine that would yield
data ofhe hig_est possible quality, the following procedures -

were instituted

1. An org:nizational structure for 'individuals
involv=d in the data tqlection effort was out-
lined, role responsibilities wert-defined, and a
detail d training manual was produced. I

2 A training model was designed that specified
tester performance standards and provided fOra=
6- to 8 -day- tester training session with large-
group, small-group and'individualized instruc-
tion, daily reviews of each:teSter's performance,
and discussion of potenti 1 Pr-blem

,
A

3. On-site monitoring-of testers by trainers was
conduCted prior to the testing.testistart of the actual

.

i

._

During the data collection period, testers were
responsible for monitoring each other's perfor-
manceon a weekly basis.

5. Site coordinators-collected completed data each
week and checked it for obvious errors or omissions
before sending it to the High / cope Foundation.

Each of these procedures is discussed below,

1The tests and othr instruments used, and the order oftheir
a 'nistration, are described. in Appendix A. Further details
o feting,' moniti5PT-N, and other procedures followed by
t s on site can be found in the Field Procedures Manual

Scope, September, 1976),
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Field Organize

The roles of the personnel who conducted field,data
collection were eNTlicitly defined in the Field Procedures
Manual in order to systemetie responsibilities. For

- example, site coordinator responsibilities indluded contacting
the PDC coordinator regarding t46 start of testing; setting
up and chairing a meeting with the Head Start teachers(
involved in the evaluation, or contacting them individually_;
keeping it contact with the supervisor of field operations
about the status of data collection and any problem8 ttat
the site was havi4; checking all completed data on a weekly
basis, keeping up -to -date records on the status of the data

4 collection ; carrying out any needed training; testing (and,
in some cases,'observing) children; and monitoring testers.

`wining Model

Two training sessions were held in early September
1976-,7a-2k;-day session for the e4ght tester trainers and
a '6 -day (or, in some cases, 8-day) session for 34 testers/
observers the following week: Since all but two of the
eiOt trainers were experienced, the --day trainer training
session was more of a "refresher" course consisting of a
review of the child measures and practice in tesyklminis--
tration. 44tIkedause the decision to include the TloAla PDC
site in the fall 1976 data collection effort was not made
until October, 'training for the two Florida testers was
conducted on-site in mid-October iand the observation data
were collected by a High/Scope staff member atthe end of
the month.

'The fall data collection started the week of September 12
at all sites except:Florida. The length of the data.
-collection period was fairly constant across sites, with
most testers finishing within nine nor te weeks. In
Florida, testing began in mid - October and took-10 weeks
to complete. bf,t1rw,,, 36 testers involved in:the fall 1976
testing, were experienced PDC testers and 10 were newly
hired: -.In -two sites, Texas and California,- all the testers
were new while in many of the Other sites an additional
person was hired because of,the anticipated increase in
sample size_ The number of testers per site ranged from

to 4 depending on the sample size.,

12



Tester training= During tYie 8-day tester- traini_g
session, each test was explained and demonstrated to the
entire group; this was followed by small-group practice.
The initial,small-group practice session .involved the used
of test "scripts.' The scripts.consisted of)test instruc-
tions, child responses, and rationales for seoring. In
using -the ,scripts, two testers would pair up and one, the

wouldould perform as indicated on the script while the
other tester administered the test without the script.
This provided an ecellent learning,situationfsinee the
child responses included on the' script covered all the
administration rules and gave the testers a chance to work
with and correct each other without having to have a trainer
nearby to answer all their questions. Two scripts were
written for most of the tests. Whenever possible, new
testers_were'paired with returning testers so,that they
could learn from them.

Since i is critical that testers administer the tests
in a standard way, each tester was systematically "checked
out" on all of the child measures throughout the training
session. During this procedure a trainer played the role
of the child (also recording the "child's" responses) while
a tester administered one or more of the child measures
to her. Prior` to these check-outs the trainers had decided
how a trainer (acting as the child) would respond to each
item on each tesr-.- This was done for two reasons: 1) to
insure that each tester was exposed to the same situations,
and 2) to incorporate child= responses that covered all test
administration directions,. For example, on the PIPS inter-
view, there are specific things'for the testet to say if the
child gives an-unrelated answer, a repeated answer, refuses
to answer, and so op. By exhibiting all these behaviors
in the check-out situation, traindrs were able to 'assesshe
tester's understanding and exPet-tise in aaminisTerin4 ea_
of the ,child measures.

Standards were set for acceptable performance during
the tester check-outs, and if these standards could not
be met, .additional trainihq and practice was prescribed.
Chi ek-ourfi,were then repeated at a later time ,during the
training session to insure correct test administration.

The eight tester trainers met every evening during
the training session to discuss the day's activities and
to report on the progress or status of each 'tester.- Potential
problems were identified and discussed during these meetings,
as were necessary schedule changes.

13



Observertrainingl The observer training session was
held two days prior to the 'tester -LT-aft-ling session. Thus,
the tester/observers attended an 8 -day session instead of
the -regular 6-day training session.. Because it would be
very difficult for each tester,o master both the observation
system and the child tests in the amount of time allotted
*for training, the decision was made to hate only one person
from each.Site collect the observation data in addition to
administering child tests. In all but two of the Sites,
an experienced tester .(onewho had collected observation
data in the past) was selected to make the classroom obser-
vations. The new testers in Texas and Cal ornia, however,
had to'master berth an unfamiliar observati&i system and 1..141

equally unfamiliar test.battery.

The revised classroom observation instrument was
introduced to the Observers as a group, with trainers
demonstrating the behaviors reflected on the instrument
and the observers identifying the behaviors. After the
PDC Observation Training Manual was reviewed and discussed,
the observers, in groups of twos and threes, wrote scripts
incorporating various behaviors from the observation system
categories. They.then acted out the scripts while the
other observers coded the behaviors. -A better under-
standing of the behavioral categories and items was gained
by this script-writing and actihg. Some videotape coding
of preschool-aged-children in classroom settings was also
done, primarily, to familiarizelthe observers with the
videotape system and the audio-"beep" which signals
observation intervals priori= to their coding of the scene
on the reliability tape. The reliability tape, which
consisted Hof trainers, role- playing classroom scenes', was
-coded by a d-ll observers miWay through the- trainingsession.

Monitoring

On-site monitoring. At all sites, data collection
activities started the week following the training session.
First the testers met with the PDC coordinator and the
Head Start teachers involved and spent enough time in the
classrooms to become acquainted with the children. Also,.
new testers practiced administering=the tests'to one or
more children (children from outside the PDC and comparison
samples) during this time,

i4'



During theWeek of September-20 a trainers visited
each site for two days to monitor individual testers as
they actually worked with a child. 4lthough it was not
feasible for the tester n to administer the tests tor-children
at their Michigan training session, it was important that
each tester have such. experience and the opportunity to
Teceive feedback before starting the-data collection. After
watching a tester., the trainer prvided any additional feech-
back'to the tester that was necessary on improVing his/her
interactions with the children. This procedure served
two purposes:. it gave the trainer an indication of how
well individual testers could establish rapport and- interact
with children, an _lped alleviate-some of the anxieties
the inexperienc_ testers. felt about admi stering the
measures to chi ren. No.testing of PDC oP comparison
children was don prior to this monitoring visit. .

ekly monitoring-. During the course of a testing
week, testers alterriately monitored each other; the one
acting as monitor simultaneously completed the test booklets
and the individual monitoring forms for each test. After
the session, the monitor and tester discussed any errors,
-and the monitoring booklets and forms were sent to the .

supervisor of field operations at the High/Scope foundation
to be reviewed. The-monitoring forms can be found in
Appendix B% The categories on the forms beside which an X
appears are those in which testers, as a group, made more
errors than expected or than was judged tolerable. These
areas are discussed in tore detail in a- later section, Ease
of Administration.

Weekly Pro - Transmittal Data Checks

Testers were required to -give or send.their completed
data to the site-coordinator at theend of each week. The
Site coordinator then Checked, these tests, plus any she/he
had completed, for recording/scoring errors. (Site coor-
dinators and-interviewers had reviewed a checklist specifying
what to look for when reviewing each completed booklet, e.g.,
Is the identifiCati&n,complete?" 'Did the interviewer fail

to give a, second trial when it should have been given?'
"Did the interviewer skip an item ?` ") Errors were pointed
out to the particular tester and, if necessary, further
training was provided by the site coordinator. The site
coordinator also kept track of all completed data (in addition
to the inaividuaf records each tester kept of-his/her classes)
and mailed the completed data to the High cope Foundation
on a weekly basis.
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In addition to the site coordinators' pr-Sibmittal
k, most data collected by inexperienced testers were.
checked by the Supervisor of .field operations at the
cape Foundation.. Errprs in recording or-Ceding were

id ntified and explained toy 'the- coordidator.,- who then
discus ed them with the other testers.

A ,1

once thee- ray
High/Scope, th
to be tagged w
student,-score

data had been screened .for"accuracY.at-
.

ere sent to the data processing section
unique identification nuMbets for each

and verified, then keypunched and verified.

Data 1 ectian eguence

To facilitate data collection,- each PDC and CO_ parisOn
_class was assigned to one or more of the site's testers
(depending on the. 'number oft classes at, a, particular site)
and the order*of classes to be completed -specified.
Two factors were taken into account in making these class
assignments: 1) the data.thad'to be- colijbcted simultaneously
in the PDC and comparison schoolS tai insure that both groups ,.
Were observed/tested during-the same. tine period,. and 2).each
tester had to be assigned-to test-both PDC and 'comparison
childrenthus eliminating the possibility of tester bias
for either group.

The procedure followed by. testers in determining the
language capabilities of children in the testing sample
was 1) to ask the child's classroo teacher for his or her
judgment, 2) to observe the child's verbal behavior in
natUralClassromv.00nditions, and 3)_ on the basis of-these
indications, to drain_ the-7English or anish_version,

, T
or bst1.4%of the Bilingual Syntax Measure BSM). n most
cases,-41s-screeninprocess LD-oduced consistent conClusions,
and subseguent,testing was accordingly condUcted in English
or-Spanish or both. (Ln-some cases this scireening prodess
led to the conclusion that a child was profpient in,some
third' language, but not English or Spanish.These children
were excluded from the testing sample.) When the screening
proce s p_oved inconclusive, the tester carefully-weighed
all a ail ble information to reach a conclusion abotrt., the
child's 1-nguage capabilities.

16



'besting ,Schedule

As was the case during last year.'s data collection
effort, therewere.some-minortsetbacks in getting the data
collection underway, such as l4 -of permission slips or
-testing space. Also, since Head'-gtart enrollment had not
been concluded-by late September, the tests themselves.'
had to make their own rosters and add children to them as
they were enrolled. Affd in.some sites the PDC program had
not ident.ified_which'comparisoti Head Start childrentwould'
be attending comparison elementary schools, and-testers
had to spend time'looking up addresses and subsequent eleden-
ta-ry sdhool designations so that only_those children'who
world be going to :the designated comparison.01eMgntary

cols would be tested.

Data Analysis Procedures

Interim. Reports,III'and DI-(March-and AugUst 1476) have
'previously Presented-ar)alyses of the adequacy of the instru-
ment battery for,use in a longitudinal evaluation of-PDC..
Thesednalyses were based primarily upon! data obtained for
pilot~ Sample of children (Cohort 1) who preceded this

years target sample (Cohort in PDC and comparison Head
Start centers. Since it.is,Cohort 2, -that actually will
be followedinthe prqppectiVe longitudinal sLudy, the
analyses described4nthis report were performed to verify
that the earlier resul=ts hold for the present sample.

The analyses-were- conducted in two stages, the first
of which focused on characteristics of -11e.instrumenta, the
second on characteristics of the Samples. Proceeding in
sequential steps froM the beginning of Stage 1 to the end
of Stage 2, the analyses e)camined:

reliability of the instrumen

validity c f,the instruments,

,-%cross-pime=and 'cross sample. congruence of relia-1
bility and validity findings (ekamination.of fall
1976 data in relation to data from fall 1975 and
spring 1976),

factor structure of the battery,

17
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.comparabill.ty of..PDC,and.clomparison samples, and

adequacy of preAent-'sample 'sizes _in view of
projected'attfition.

These steps, outlined in Figure 1, are described in greater
detail in the following text. 'Flow cha4s;illustrating each
of these:descriptibEs appear in Appendix D.'

StQlf? 1: Doer the Internal Consistenci Coefficient
Indicate Reliability?

Cronbachi,s alpha, a measure of internal consistency,
an index of the amOuht of overlapping variance among the

items-thAt comprise a scale; it pay be cohceiveXriS',the mean
of pqssible split-half,corl-elations (e.g., a'''4o(elation
of the Odd and" even itims,Within a Sca,le). , Coefficient alpha
is a measure of relialmlityfla the sense that.it teflegts the
d'egree to= which the constituent items of a test relate-to a
unitary constructthe degree to which they-tend to measure
the same thing.

'The psYchometric analysis p'rocedures described in this section
refer to all the instruments in the battery except`thePreschoOl
Interpersonal -Problem7Solving1Test (PIPS) and_theClassroom
Observation System. Internal-\consistency analysis is inappro-
priate for the-PIPS, so steps -1 and 2 were omitted from the PIPS
-flalNiSis.seqUenOe!.y. The analysis of the Classroom Observatiop:
stem is treatedskparately iii Chapter. III,- Psydhometfic

analyses were of Course preceded by scoring of the tests, and
a commentary on the scoring of sdthe.of the tests iSprPsented
in Appendix "C'.:

2CrOnbach's alpha is a generalized form of the Kuder-Richardson
forMula-20. The qen6ralized formbla is' =

.

where:

n
n-1

n = number of items

Vi = iftem variance (atter a priori, weighting) 4

Vt = variance of the scale

_V.
E 1 )

V
t

Cronbach, L. J.
structure bf tests'.

A

Coefficient alpha and the internal
Psychometri a, 1951, 16, 297-334.
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Mast4r ow Chart for Analysis- and Interpretation o

Is the measure r I able.
for thid- sample?

OperatioDs

= Adtion decisions

Yes/No flows

Yes

NO

Is the measure -valid
`this. sample?

Yes

atpL3.

Are reliability and
validity ,constant across
time and samples?

No

EliMinate",mbe
ajustify,s'n'ecessa

Does the factor-structure
suRportlexpectatiOnS?

Yes-

Step 5

Are PDC and comparisori
groups comparable1?-

Consider implIcations
evaluation plan.

Yes

Areample sizes and
retention"-ratq-S adequate?

Yes,



The procedure' followed for thy, determination.of fall
1976 internal consistency is pictured in Figure L 1 Append4
0: internal.consistency was determined for each. measure
for'the-aggregated samiqes of English-dominant and Spanish-

-
dominant children takind each test21' If the alpha for,a
Measure wag greater than Atrwithin either_languageAample,
the-nsasmre- was considered internally consistent for that
groupvif 'the alpha value for ,a measure fell below .65,
that measure was likely.to'be dropped%from-the analysiS
procedure. v V.

Cronbach considers alpha to bea.:cdiefficient of eTqui4
valence, which,- for a test composed:of:Felatively homogeneous
.items, approximates parallelfbrnicreli*b,ility. This should
be distidguiShed from a coeffictent'OL.ttability, such as
a test-reteserrelation over a:;tir4'lhterval. -Cronbach
himself ,does hot set a criterion level for alpha (.65 hat

selected Eor, this evaluation, based upori a review of
norns

Cronbach Suggests- that a test whose items meaSure-tore
than one ditension (a heterogenebusmix of items) , having a
low common-factor variance and therefore a low-alpha, night
still have a substantial test-retest correlation, and. be
considered stable, reliable, and interpretable. In other
words a1 ha is riot Oot the UltimateifOrm f reliability. It is,
rather, a useful index for estimating reliability Of 'a bomo--
generals test at a single administration.

Step 2: Are the Measures Valid?

"The-proceddres=Tb:llowed for determining validity are
pirtuted-in figure p.-2, Appendix D. fAswith reliability,
prier research provides some information on ,the validity
of the measures, but validity also must b(ascertained
within the context of the PDC evaluation, lost'measureS '-
were selected from larger existing batteries, and item'on

'The nglish-dominant sample includes all English-dominah_
non-handicapped students for whom each measure was Obtained.'
The Spanish-deminant sample includes all non-handicapped,

anish-deminant students for whom each ni asure wad obtained
i Texas and Lalifornia. The procedure determining
lang6age dominance is deseeibed above Un- Data Collecti
ProcedUr6s,

F
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,.. ,

most .,6f- 'the measureshave been modified, beth-to meet the
needt -of the samPle bein4,tested and to Permit use by para-

,

professiona testers. Therefore,validity of the measures
gwithin the _C envirdnment, and within the test battery. ill .

which'the'y are administered, must be determined anew. The
concern in this report is with concurrent validity--a
measure's relationship to other- measures of the same cOnh ,

s ruct and to measures of other constructs; a measure shoilld
rrelate highly with othei*measui,es'of he sage codstlucts,

Should not correlate at-all'with measuresttif independent
consitructS.

-An hypothesized correlation matrix was constructed
.prier to the fall 1975 data analysis, based oil knowledge of
the destruct s the medsureswere presumed to represent.
The values in tft matrix indicat6 the leVel of relationship
that theoretically should obtain between any two measures -if-
they _beth=genuineiy,Teasure the constructs they are supposed-
to represent. The actual fall 1976 'correlations (within' --

langUage groups) were then evaluated against the hypdthesized
correlations:

The hypothesized correlation matrix was construc=ted
by,first determining the correlation within the three
areas of child tests: ,cognitive- language, psychomotor,
and social-emotional measures.- Then the desired corre-

, lations among the three groups, of tests were,determined--
.Generally, highecorrelations were-expected within an
area than between areas. But since each,area is actually
composed f 'inked cdriatructs rather than-altc naive
measures f -the same construct, very few high or 2lations
were.exp

The fall _1976 correlatiOns between easures (the ones'
\found reiible) wereCaltulated- within .each. language group,
and the following ID46cedpre was used tb determine whether-. -4
given measure was valid. First, -the obufained-inter-

-
cOrrelation= matrix was compared With the hypothesized
-rretrix-and deviations of each,,correlation froM the hypothe-
sized one Were calculated (e.g., if the hypothesized
correlation: wae,"medium" and 'that obtained was "low," a
deviation 'of "---1" was scored? if the .hypothesized ccrre-
lation was=, izero" and that obtained-was "medium," a
dvia.tionlpf 11+2" was scored). For, each measure, the
absolute=Nialues of the deviation_ were summed across. all
measures and divided by the numbe of measures. If this
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ratio had a. value if 1.0 or less, the measure was considered'
.valid. 'The cr ion implicit in this proceduVe is that
a measure's c current validity is adequate if, on the
average- the obtained ,correlations with other-measurare
within lie -range adjacenttO'ItheeXpected value.

)
Although:thitprooedure-allows for rather large deviations

fii the hypothesized relations, it still provides a useful
first'approximation'to-validation of the measures.

Step 3: .Are Reliability and. Validity Constant Across
Time and_Samples?

This step, illustrated in Figpre/D-3, Apbendix D,,is
similar to the step described'in tie lest report for as
taining the fall-to-spring constancy of reliability -and
validity estimAes. Basic 411y, the internal'bonsistency-
cOefficients and validity estimates obtained-for each measure
for each of the sami5les were -.compared and a-oritelon, of
constancy was applied to assess the stability of the figures
across time (fall-1975, spring 1976, fall )1976) and across
samples (Cahort 1, Cohort 2)!

The data. analysis ,procedures outlined in this 'Oapter
and in previous reports have been used to determine the
,psychometric characteristics of the child measurement
attery for the samples actually tested in 197576 (Cohort

1) 'and 1976-77 (Cohort 2). These analyses:also have a
--broader goal:- determining the'suttabilityofthis battery
for any potential,target pOpulations of children that PDC
might serve in the futUre.-:'SinO6 dataaribw available
on two -separate sal-Ties from this largerpopulation,
coMparison. of the reliability and validity estimates may
SnggestMore_generally the appropriateness of the measures
as todIS for this-type of evaluation. Therefore, relia-
bility coefficients and validity estimates from the three
available time-points were examined with reference to the
question of their constancy. In addition to assessing
the constancy of reliability and validity estimates, these
analyses may indicate the appropriateness ofeventually
equating the English and Spanish versions of these measures
in order to relate scores on tests.given earlier in one
language to scores on the same tests given later in the
.alternate language.
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Does the Factor tructu o t Expectations?

For both English= and Spanish-dominant samples, a
principal components factor analysis was performed on all
scale,gcores-fbund to be reliable for this time-point.
After.varimax- rotation, a table of factor loadings for
each ranguage.sample (English-dominant, Spanish-dominant
was Constituted. Factors were named or described on the
basis of the constructs fepresented by the tests havfng.the_
highest loadings on each one.- Comparability of theft .fall
1976 results to previous analytic resultS (fall 1975,
spring 1976) was examined and cross-language-sample comparisons
were made. The structure of the battery and the stability
of that structure were thus.determined4 and implications
weredrawn for the _future.

PDC and Comparison Groups

PDC and comparison groups were first compardd within. p_
.each site on all the scores 'produced by y-the test Jpatery and
on variables representing background 'characteristipt. -(II
data were missing on any back round variable for ripte\than
25% bf th.thil ten in either group, that variable 4AS

g,,,,omitted from th- analyses5fOr-thoSe4Op rups.t For .categorical
variables (e.g.-, ethnicity, sex), equality-of ppc vs., !.-,7-

'compatison group propOrtiods was_vaidated by means Of.X2
analyses; the,criterion for conFluding that,a group difference
existeTwas a,statisticalssignificance value of less than
.01 (p.01)., Next,'all groups were combined atrd8s sites
into PDC and comparison aggregates and the same.anar ses
wer reaeate.d.

zr, r
The results of the-within-site comparisons generalize

to the Prospect of_Conducting site -by -site an4lyses of-
program impact in tbm future; the results of Comparisons of
the aggregated gro4s generalize to the prospect of conducting,
cross -site analyses.of -impact. Interpretations onthe results
address the basic' question: Are PDC and compariso_ groups,
taken'iocally-or nationally, similar enough-to begin with
that differences discoVered ii.Othe future can-.be attribUted
confidently to program impa t?

- - ,

Georgia; .which has no comparison group, was omitted from
the wthinsite analyses described, but not ,from the
analyses of aggregated groups.
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St Are Sample izes and Retention Rates Ade uate?

In order to remain in the testing sample from point to
point Of a longitudinal study, children-from theorifjinal
PDC and comparison Head Start groups must be AciCted-in a
desighatedpDC-Or comparison elementary school, respectively,
in eachvauddessive yearOf the study. This is- necessary for
two reasons: first, thesjogistics of testing require a
central' testing location (or more than a few locations)
so that administrative complexities -are minimized; second,
the impabt Study is basically conceived as a COmparative
stuay'ofitwo treat tints--PDC add non-PDC--and only if
childremremainin a Single treatment can their performance-
be taken as a ref ection of that treatment.

A'check was made this fall on the number of children
from the 1975-76 testing_. sample (Cohort 1) who, for the-
1976-77 school year, were enrolledtiLkindergarten at an
approptiate:schoolSince,these'childret presumably come
from,thesame populations as this year targee-sample
'(Cohort 2.),:tbe

populations
Startto7kindergarten retention rate

obserged for .the earlier eampie should provide a sound
basis for projecting Cohort 2 retention. However, the? I

retentim rate for the first interval :(Head Start to K) will
not necessarily be the same-as the ;ate for late intervals

eJKto 1, 1 to .2, 2. to 3) . In fact, it -ilerally happens..
thatthe greatest losS'occurs. in the transition from Head
Start to kindergarten. Thus thee figure tpreaenting Head
Start-to-kindergarten retention cannot s illy be multiplied
by itself to project retention in later years.- Instpad,
changes in the rate of retention must be taken into account.
For the Cbhort 1 retention figures, this was done in the
way described in the next paragraph.

Last year and the ear before, each site was. asked to
provide figutes from previous years that documented the
number of children retained each year in the progression_ from
Head Start through grade 3. Using these figures, a curve
was drawn that described the mean observed rate of retention,
across all sites, for each grade interval from Head Start,
Lhrough grade 3. -This 6carve, shown in Figure 2, expresses
retention rate-as the proport,ibn of children from do original
head Start groUp who can be expected to remain in a designated
program (i.e., PDC gr comparisod) through each successive
grade. (The attrition /curve also shown, in Figure 2 is Of
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-course the-mirror. image of-the retention curve: % attrition .=:
100-7-q retention..) To project future retention of the
Cohort I --children now enrolled in kindergarten, the retention
figure obtained for the .first interval' (Head Start toA0
was weighted- in such a way as to incorporate the general
trend observed for, the earlier year groupq. Thus_ no matter

- what the retention figure for anyCohort 1 group- in the
Head -Start-to-kindergarten interval, the projections for
K.to 1,-1 to 2i and 2 to 3 describe a curve that parallels
the -curve for the population. 'J--So, for example, if any,.
grbup's first-year retention figure was the same as that
forthe general,po7ulation, the curve that is extended from
that figure.w11- -nCide exactly with the geperal curve.)

These pro ons provide the basis for foredasting the
size of the-Cohort 2 PDC and comparison samples in later
years of. the contemplated longitudinal study. For this
step, a table. was constructed that began with the actual
umbers of childrdnincluded.inthis year's PDC andcomparison

!testing samples. Next, for each Cohort 2 group the number
was multiplied by,the4eUccessive,ret6ntion coefficients
obtained for the Appropriate Cohort l'group, adjusted as
described. This yielded estimates of the,actual.number of
children likely to remain inPDC and comparison groups,
locally and nationally, for each prospective year of the

,evaluation The implications of these,figures for future
statistical analyses of PDC's effects are discussed in the
Findings and Conclusions' chapter of thie report.
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FINDINGS

Characteristics of the Samples

General Description

In fall 1976, 1;219-children were tested at 12 PDC site
Table 1 shows the number of children who dame-from PDC and'
comparison groups at each site, and describes- the makeup -of- -

each group -in terms pf the handicap status, ethnieity,sexa and
dominant language of its-members-.

-Not ,all these children entered into the psychometric
'anesespreSenLed n this section, but the-right-hand columnly
in ble-l'showS. the number that did. Children whose dominant
language was other than English were'excludedefrom the analytic
sample, except in 'California and.TexaS, where Spanish-dominant.
children comprised a sample of their own;. also excluded were
children. with handicaps that were judged likely to impair test .

performance unduly. Handicap informatiOn came principally from
local Head Start r-eceirds -Table 2 gives the frequency of each
type of handicap reported among children in the full testing,,
sample. Note that not all of these .handicaps were judged to
be sufficiently debilitating to warrant a child'sexclusion
from the analytic sample. It is possible that those who have
been excluded_ at this time-will be inclAded in later analyses,
but for present purposes it is- preferabjfe to restrict the sample
to those for whom the measures are likely to possess greateSt
validity.

°In the 'thirteenthYtite; Arizona, impact was assessed, oy case
study techniques rather than by testing, since test,khg,was
found to be unsuitable for the Navajo-speaking children there..



Table :1

Composition of the Samples, Fall 1976

CALIFORNIA-English PDC
37

Comp 25

CALIFORNIA-Spanish 'PDC
Comp i5

COLORADO
PDC 55
Comp 32

CONNECTICUT
PDC' 56

GEORGIA -

de

0
0

ETHNICITY

H

21'

rd D H
Lfl

dP op dP

3 87

4 63
0

0

7
6

46
84Comp 57

FLORIDA

IOWA

MARYLAND

MICHIGAN

TEXAS-English

PDC 46

PDC 47
Corn 39

50
54
44
58
66

-6'4
26
20

PDC
Com
PDC

PDC
CoMpf
PDC
Comp

11
0

7

0

100

100
75

69
39

9

SEX

eo M dP

11 0

a' 0 VO
O 0 a
O 18 0
0 25 0

19 81'

38 62

43 57

40 60
49 51

56 44

DOMINANT
D'ANgEAGE_

0
dp

86 1
-96 4

O 100
O 100 0

3 C

7 0

65 0 0 35 0

100 0
87 10

50
24

46

36

2

30
22

0
0

2 0 46 2

2 2 70 2

. 59 41

51 49

50 50

64 36
)47 53

61 4
93 5 .2

37

24

7
15
51
30

7

55

100 0 0

90 10 0

50 50,

52_,_ 48

9 2. 39 5

4 0 29
12

0
5

TEXAS-Spanish

UTAH

WASHINGTON

PDC 38
Comp 37

ppc 68

Comp
PDC 58

CaRTIL_=2-16

P00 46
0.° etislE;iX VI! IA

C°M? _37

PDC ',644
TOTALS BY GROU-P, CgraL=
TOTALS, ALL GROUPS' COMB ED HS-,

10
10
16
13

22

q

59
75

4
0
0 100 0 0
0 97 0 3

3 15 2 79 2
5 .18 8 68 0

26 0 14 48 12
43 3 5 46

9 0 .0 91 0
14 0 Q 87 0
33 26 2 37 2

25 2 ,,136

5

31,
75

36
22
65

0
0

25 -0

98 0 2

100 0 '0

43,

45
39

49
51

48 52

52 48
58 42

45 55

46 54

50 50

94
64

100
100
100 0

95 5 0

17- 18
32

45

58

26

19

36

35 25

65 , 35

41 60

56 44

49 51
'53 47
42 5.8

.56 44

38 62
53 47-

47 53

51 '40

O 100 0
O 100 0

38

34

97 0
99 0 1

100 0 0
100 0 0
88
86 12 2

87 11 2

4

61
55
49

-66
42

29
575
520

1095

1



Type

Table 2

Types and Frequencies of Handicaps
Reported Among Children in the

Full Testing Sample (Total N =:113

Frequnoy f Total

Physical impairment

Hearf4impairment:

Speech impairment

Visual impairment,

EmOtional disordet

Learningdisabiltty

Chronic illness

Other; non-debilitatingb-

Al 1 types- combined

6

63

12

1

6 (0.5)

8 (0.7)

2 9.7

110 (9.7)

Note. Children with multiple handicaps- appear multiply in this tabl

aThis table excludes data from the Flo da'sample,,which were not
available at the time of compilation.

-A handicap of this type alone was not judged sufficiently severe to
warrant a child's exclusion from the testing sample.

T
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Comparability of PDC and Comparison Grou

Once the final 'analytic samples:.had,been established,
analyses were performed to determine just how comparable the
PDC and comparison groups really are 'at each site and in

.7aggregation. Beth background characteristics-and.test.
,performance were-examined and the results are shown in .Table 3.
The background variables examined represent characteristics that
have been found in past research to be related to school_,.
performance. (tf.the grip-Lips are,not- initially comparable on
these dimensions, it is possible that the effects pi-educed by
PDC be masked by extraneous differences unless these,
differences are somehow taken into account.)

For each site and for 'each variable appearing in Table -3,
the assumption of PDC-comparison group equality was tested
statistically (using the chi-square technique for categorical
variables and t tests for metric variables). All available
data entered into each analysis,. meaning that even if data
were missing for a particular child an one or more-variables,
data obtained for that Child on other variables did- enter into
the respective analyses. --A difference was declared to exist
between PDC and comparison groups if analysis indicated the
chance probability of the observed difference to be less than.
one in 100 (p .01).;

_Site-level findings. The asterisks in Table 3 mark
sstatistically :significant differences between PDC and comparison
groups, the checks mark instances where the groups can be
considered- comparable or identical.

At the individual site level the groups appear very
similar; there,are differences on background variables in only
one site. On performance measures, of the 13 comparisons made
(the Spanish- ajwi English-dominant samples in California and
Texas were tegEed separately in these analyses), ten showed .
either no ,group differences or differences-only'on the POCL
or Height and Weight; only two sites had group differences on
more than one child measure. For details on the natu-re of each
statistically significant difference found at the site level,
see Appendix E.

Aggre e-level findings. For this analysisi data were
pooled for English- and Spanish-dominant Olildren separately
by treatment group, resulting in four groups: PDC-English,
Compari: -n-English; PDC-Spanish and Comparison-Spanish.'

IStatistics are also shown in Table 3 for an ag.gr _ation that
excludes Georgia, since Georgia has ne.contemperaneouscomparison
group to balance its PDC group in the aggregate. Excl4pion,of
Georgia does not alter the results, however. The combed PDC
groups and' combined comparison groups appear to be in parallel
with or without the Georgia PDC data.



Comparability of PDC and Comparison Groups at Each Site
and of Groups: Aggregated Across Sites, Fall 1976

(p < 7d01)
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PDC 37 7 51 37 43 45 49 32 5_ 26 3 61 49 42 53045487
N for analytic sample

Comp_ . 24 15 30 -- 39 51 45 58 19 34 55 66 29471 49471

BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS

Ethnicity V V V V V V V V V V

Sex / 1
Age ,

V
Prior Preschool Experience V / / *

Number of Siblings 2, /
CU

- V.

Mother's 'Education // b./

Li
-,-1

tO
TEST PERFORMANCE

.

Cognitive- Language Measures
./VBSM-Engltsh 7

BSM7Spanish V - / -

Block. Design (WEPSI) Po' /-,/'/Vevi7;a1 Fluency V 'H * : /

(Verbal Memory-1 c1 /*
.

Veal Memory-3 Vl *V/ A V

Draw-A-Child 0 I /

Psychomotor Measure 0

Arm Coordination / / '/ / / V 0

Social-Emotional Measures
FIEF 'olutions n

r/

pnci )t,ii I,/ / 'V
PuCL-1 v - / V 'ii,

POCL-2 * tL. 1 V
I -

Health- Nutrition Measures
')/Height . br l. ,

Weight ,/ V
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Figures-3 and 4 show the relative tanding.of the PDC and
compariSon aggregates on certain background variables and
Figures 5 and 6 show -their relatiVe standing on 13 performance
measures plus three more baCkgroundvariables.: 'As at the site
level, the similarities of the aggregated groups are more
prominent than their differences. In the English-dominant
sample, there are,no significant group differences on-the
background'variables and only one difference in test performance.

_ 4In t4e,bpanish-dominant sample:, the groups4 differed on only one
background variable, and tilere'was'nodifference on any 'of the
,performance measures.

Analysis pf'Attritioil Trends

The first column of Table 4'6hows, for eachsSite and fo=
all sites collectively, the number of children 'that were'.
available for fall 1976 testing in PDC and comparison Head Start
centers. These children constitute the full sample ,of Cohort 2,
the cohort whose progress will be followed through grade-.3 if
the PDC evaluation is extended longitudinally: On the average,
these groups are about 9% smaller than site staff had estimated
they would be (the estimat6s provided last year by PDC coordinators
can be found in Interim Report V, Volume 1,_AugUst 1976).
Moreover, the mean retention rate determined' this fall ton. ' -:s.
Cohort 1.children (Cohort 2's pilot-year predecessors, now ih-
kindergarten) is lower than was anticipated. To restate these
findings on sample size and attrition: Cohort 2 is smaller than
it was ,expected:to b, and since it is likely to follow Cohort l's

i-;

attritio pattern, its p%ize-;,isjikely:to diminish faster than
was anti 'pated. These findings'are expanded and discussed in
the remainder of this section.

(The data that had been gathered earlier on past retention
rate at each site Showed that, on the average, 68% of the
fourlyeareld children enrolled in a given Head Start center

,

went on to enroll in kindergarten at the expected school the
folloWing y'ear.:'Atliong''Cdtiort,1 children, however, they Bead
to-kindergarten retention:figure is considerably lower-'4.61%.
And because'this is the figure that provides the basis for

JWOjectingthe-number =Of Cohort 2-children likely_ to remain
in future years, tho'se projected ?numbers, too, are smaller than

her projections.

t is important-to note that the number of PDC andt-co parison
children ho willactually.be'available for testing in/the future
is=likeiy to be .ren loWer.than these:projectidns, for a nu er'

of reasons. First,' the figures' Shown in Table 4 rer..esent
children in the full sample. Although all these children could
be tested, consideration of handicap and 'language factors would



Figure 3

Background Characteristics of'Aggregated Analytic Samples
of English7Dominant PDCnd-ComparisOn Children
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Figure 4

7Ound Characteristics of Aggregated Analytia'SamPles
f Spanish-Dominant PDC and Comparison Children
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Figure 5

Mean Standard Scores of Aggtegated A!nalytic SampAs of English-Dominant PDC

and Comparison Children on Selected Demographic and Performance Measures

P . Mean of Pk children (N 530,)

C 7' Mean of Comparison children (N "I' 471)
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Stan ard Scores of AggregatedAnalyticSamp],es of Spanish-Dominant PDC

a Co parison Children on S6leced'DemographiO',and'PerfOrmance Measures

P = Mean of PDC ;hidren (N 451.

C = Mean '1),Ccr3arison children 'CO 9
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.
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Table 4

Projected ?retention of Cohort 2 Children for Each
Year of the Prospective Longitudinal Study

1-976-77 1977-78 1978-79 1979-80 9 0-
Head Start . 1 2

California

rado

-Connecticut

Florida
r

Georgia

Iowa

Maryland

Michigan

Texas

Utah

Washington

PDC

Comp

PDC

Comp

PDC
Comp

PDC
Comp

PDC

PDC
Comp'

Comp

PDC
Comp

PDC
Comp

PDC
Comp

PDC

Comp

est Virginia
PDC
,

4 Comp

AGGREGATE
PDC

Comp

100' 44.

100 40

100 55

100 . 32

100 X58

100

100 47

100 39

100 46

100 50

100 54

100 44

100 58

100 66

100 64

100 64

100 57

100 68
100 62

100 58

100 76

100 46

100 37

100 644-.

100 575

70

42

49

42

50

42

31

65

17

2,7

13

28

24

15

25

5.9

35

41

35

42

35

26

55

26

14

23

11

24

20

12

21

54

32

38

32

39

24

50 r

77 35 65 30 59

51 26 43 22 39

38 21 32 17 29

73 32 61 29 56

77 45 65 38 59

86' 57 72 48 66

59 44 58 37 53

84 54 71 45 65

76 '43- 64, 36 59

62 42 52 -35 48
36 22 30 18 28

62 36 52 30 48

70 55 59 45 54

55 25 46 21 42

73 27 61 23 56

63 408 54 345 49

58 334 49 280 45

24 44 /9

1 3 26.= 10

21 31 17

10 - 26 8

22 ,32 18

1 15,

11 = 20 9

TO 41 16

27 49 23,

)'

20 32 16-

16 24 13.

25 '46 20

34 49 28

44 54 : 06

34 43 28

42 53 34

34 ,-,48 27

33, 39 27-

17 23 14

28 39 23

41 44 33

29 35 16
46 17

316 40 258

258 36'.205

NOTE: 6'/," represents proportion of original group ruining, "N" represents
size of group remaining. In the 1976-77 column, N -:original sample
size and 100, necessarily. The-figures in successive columns lre
'projections based on the actual 1976-77 figures.
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require the elimination.of some children from the analytic
sample, which ia the source of the data used for statistical
analysis. Of the 1,219 children in the full Cohort 2 testing

,sample, 124 - -about 107 -were excluded from the analytic sample
for reasons of handicap or language. And of the remaining 1,095i.
92 comprise the Spanish --dominant analytic sample,, leaving 1,001,
children (82% of the original 1,219) in the sample that provides
the basis for most analyses. Thus, when examining the- year-to-
year sample size projections shown in Table 4, it should be
kept in mind that, in(the aggregate, only about 82 of the
children who are still present at any point in the future will
enter into ialyses bases' on English language test data.

There r< ay however be some compensations. Some handicaps
may be overcome; bringing some of the children who are now
,excluded beqause of handiCap's back into the analytic sample,
ad some of the children who are now 8Danish3nant may later
become members of the English-dominant sample. But such increments
-are'likeky to be offset by other decrements, primarilydue to

_ence from school at testing time and refusal to cooperate-
refusal on the part of the child, the child's parents, or school
officials. (Of the Cohort 1 children tested in,-fall 1975,
3% _could not be _tested the following spring for reasons other
thin departure from school, and these reasons, included absence
and, refusal.)

Taking these factors into consideration, the number of PDC,
CoMparison children from Cohort-',2 who are likely to remain

in the analytic sample of English--dominant children through grade 3
can be estimated at about 383. (212 PDC children, 171 comparison.
children). Estimated similarly, the number of children likely.
to remain for that period 'in the Spanish dominant sample is
about 34 (18 PDC, 16 comparison children). What these projections
imply for the longitudinal study of PDC's impact is discussed
im the Conclusions c apter.

A note on the attrition statistic repdrted for individual
sites: The projections shown in Table A Can. be expected- to be
more accurate for all sites aggregated than for individual sites.
This is because the factors affeCting retention. within sites may
not operate consistently from year to year. For example, a change

schao1 attenance boundaries could mean that a large proportion
of ,a kindergarte-_--ear .PDC sample might not return to the'same
school for first-graie. Yet since boundaries are unlikely to be
changed every year, retention of the rest of that sample from
grade 1 to grade 2 would probably be proportionally greater.



The Florida PDC site was affected by such an occurrence,
last year. A large fraction of the children. from- the, Cohort
1 PDC Head Start group were assigned unexpectedly to a non -PDC
elementary school for their kindergarten year because of
over - enrollment in the PDC school. Arrangemehts have been Made
at that site to ensure- that this will not occur for Cohort ,2
children. But it is probable that such 'events will occur at
other sites in coming years (in Iowa'ssite, for examle, a
busing plan is under- consideration that would alter present
school attendance patterns, and this might affect- retention'of
Cohort-2 children at that site). It is,assumed that these
occurrences will avfage out across sites, making the aggregate
projection: in Table 4 more dependable than the projections for
individual sites.

Reliabili

Characteristics of the
Individuall Administered Instruments

for Cohort 2 in Fall 1975

Table 5 summaries findings on the reliability of all but
two :of the instruments included in the fall battery. (The
Preschool Interpersdnal'Probleri-Solving Test is not included
in thii table because its oting is not amenable to. computation
of alpha, and the abil ty of the 'PDC Classroom Observation
System -is treated elsewheresewhere in this chapter.) The coefficients
of internal consistency (Cronbach's alpha) were (computed separately
for the respective analytic samples Of English-dominant and
Spanish- dominant children,,aggregated,across sites. As Table 5
shows, all the scales in the English and Spanish test batteries
.meet the preset reliability criterion--an alpha coefficient of
.65 or higher.

C-ns-_anc- Reliability Across Time and Cohorts

Table 6 preSents comparisons of reliability coefficients
(Cronbach's alpha) for the two-cohort, three-time-point data
currently available. An inspection of this table suggest' an
ordering of the measures into three classes:' those with fairly,
constant reliability coefficients, those that show increasing
reliability across time-points, and thoSe that show decreasing
/-reliability across time-points.

Measures that show constant reliability. The BSM-English,
Block Design adm istered in thy_` tallOnly to both cohorts) ,

Verbal Fluency, , cal Memory-3, and POOL -Total appear quite
stable aCro1ss tirtie qnd across cohorts for both the 'English- and
Spanish-dominant samples.
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Table 5

Reliability of the Child Measures:a
Cronbach's Alpha (internal Consistency)_

for Fall 1976 Head Start Children

4

Cronbach's Alpha

Measures
ynglish-Dominant

Children
Spanish,Dominan

Children

COGNITIVE LANGUAGE
r__m_ n

Bilingual Syntax,Measueb-English 997 .84 39 .93

Bilingual Syntax Mesuee-Spanishb 16 .95 89 .86

Block esign .(WPPSI), 999 .77 94 .82 .

Verbal :luency'(MSCA) 975 .76 92 =82.

Verbal ory-1 (MSCA) 997 .85 94 .89
Verbal Memory-3 (MSCA) 989 .82 93 .84

`Draw-A-Child (MSCA) 978 .84 92 8

PSYCHOMOTOR.

Anil Coordination (MSCA) 976 .65 89

SOCIAL - EMOTIONAL

POCL-Total (High/Scope) 1001 .95 94 =97

POCL-1 (High/Scope) 1001 .95 94 '=98

POOL-2 (High/Scope) 1001 .90 94 .96

a
Two instruments are not included: the scoring the Preschool Inter-
/personal Problem Solving Test Aes not'lend itself t computing alpha,
and the reliability of the Classroom Observation Systm was determined
differently.

bTexas and California only (Bilingual Bicultu al Demonstration Sites
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Table 6

Comparisons of Reliability (Internal Consisency)
for Cohort 1 (Tested Fall 1975 and Spring 197

and Cohort 2 (Tested wall 1976)

-7

Measures

Cronbach Alpha
English-Dominant

Sample

Fall Spring Fall,-
1975 1976 1976

Spanish-Dominant
Sample

Fall Spring Fall.

1975 1976 1976

Bilingual Syntax Measure-English .82 .88 .84 .93 93 .93
(691)a 143(7) (997) (17) (10) (39)

,Bilingual Syntax Measure-Spanish ,

.

.88

(13)

-- .95

(1(7)

.96'

(85)

.76

(7p)

.86

(89)

Block Design .75 .78 .77 .80 ,--- .82

(724)- (80 ) (999) (871' (94)

Verbal Fluency .75 .74 .76 .72' .71 .81
(726) (458) (975) (87) (68) (92)

Verbal Memory b .64 .73 .85 .67 a-

(724) (435) (997) Yk7) (94)

Verbal, Memory-3 A5 .83 .82 -.74 - -- .84
(725)- (434) (989) (87) (93)

Arm Coordinations .54 .62 .65 .58 .76 .73
(738) 457) (976) (87) (87) (89)

Draw-A-Child .82 .74 .84 .81 .67 .78
'(737) (456) 978) (87) (67) (92,#-

POCL-Total .90 .93 . 5. .87 ,94 .97

(719) (462) ( 001) (87) (70) (94)

In parentheses .amp le ixes on which coefficients are -ed.

1,inge in content in fall 1976 (see text).

Change in scoring procedure for fall 1976 -see text)
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Measures that show increasino-_reliabiiity. Changes in
content and scoring, respectively,. onNerbal Memory -i and
Arm Coordination. have resulted in higher reliability.coefficients
for both language samples, taking into account ,the apparent
trend toward. indreased reliability of the measures in the
spring. (That is, internal consisten as ten ed to be higher

. in spring than in fall,'So in compar -ng spring 1976 and fall 1976
coefficients, some allowance must be made for' this trend.)

Measures that show decreasin= reliability. Only one Scale,
Draw-A-Child, falls into this class. As noted in the August
197 -impact Study:Report, Most children obtain near-maximum
scores on this measure as they approach ages -5 and 6; and-as
variance In item and total. scores dithinishes, so must the
reliability cpefficient. An alternative to the standard
McCarthy scoring procedure is available that is more sensitive
to the-finer differences that appear-among the drawings pito4ced.
by older children, and this procedure will be explored as a
means of restoring reliability of the measure for children at
levels higher than Head Start.

Validity

All of the instruments whose reliability was examined
in thepreceding sections show acceptable evidenoe of validity
foruse with Head Start children, as discussed below.

The validation procedures (described more fully in the .

Methods section of this report) involved determining the expected
relationship of each measure with each other .one, then comparing
these expectations with the relttionships that actually appeared
in the data. Under this convergent-discriminant method of
assessing validity, the assumption is made that if an instrument
is actually measuring the construct it was intended to measure,
the results will correlate highly with other measures of the same
general construct; will correlate moderately with measures of
similar constructs, and will not correlate at all with measures ',.'-'
of independent constructs. Table 7 displays the matrix of
expedted relationships. Tables 8 and 9 contain the actual
correlations for. English- and Spanish-dominaht samples of Head
Statt thildren, combined across groups and sites, for the fall
1976 testing period, (Note that the actual correlations are
presented for (Som0 measures that do not appear in the hypothesized
matrix71TOCL subscales, height, and weight--because no expected
relationship was stated.)
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Table 7

Hypothesized Correlation Matrix
for PDC Child Measures
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Table 8

Intereorrelations of Child TMeaures for English4ominant'Sample
a

4 .

PDC Fall Datai 19Th -

CHILD MEASURES

.
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'Table

IntercorrelStiOns of Child Measures for Spaflish-Dominant Sample°

PDC Fall Data, 1976 .

MED MEASURES
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.25

(92 (91)
.11
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PoCL-Total (89) (94) (92) .(94) 93) (92)
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.31
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_16
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.28
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36
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.21
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,02
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.16
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.20
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.11
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.07
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Weight
.00
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.20

(90)

.19
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(90)

.17*

(89)

.01

(88)

Height

.22

(85)

.26

(90)
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(88)

.17

(90)

.12

(891

.23

(88)

-.05

(89)

7-.10

(89)

(89)(89)

.10

.14

(86)

4Sample size for each correlation is shown in parentheses.
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The tddre donSistent the expected- the :actual relationships
are for any. measure, the stronger the basis for-assuming measure-
ment,wvAlidity. Under thig procedure, degree of validity is
expressed in terms Of the mean absolute_deviation of expected
from,actual relationship? s., For example, if it was.expected
that the:correlation ofMeasure A. with Measure B would fall in
the range defined as- umediumbutrit actually fell in the low
range,-this .represented a deflation of-Jiunit from the'expectation
Deviations were summed and averagec1toprodUce-a validity, index

. for each measure. The deviations for ti-re current testing period
are sown in Tables 10 and 11:

Figure 7 presents profiles of the indexes so- obtained fdr
each measure at each of the three testing periods (fall 1975,
spring:1976', anAjall 1976) for the English- and'Spanish7dominant
samplesof:aead.tet children. A mean deviation of 1 or less
was accepted as evidence of yalidityl(deviations could theoretically
range from 0 to 6). Accordng 'to this criterion, all th'e instru-'
.ments examined are acceptably valid for Head Start children, as
evidenced by the stability of their vaiidit indexes across two,
cohorts and three time-points.

Characteristics Determined. from Past Reporting 2eriods:
or Older Children, and.Sensitivi to Chan -e, Suitabilit

Relationship to Social omp=etence

The preceding sections of_ t s'report:h'Sve dealt with the
reliability and validity of. the child measures based upon results
of fall 1976 testing and uppn-earlier PDC testing.' Although the
fall-1976 data cannot 'be used at .this time to examine two other

. critical test characteristics (sensitivity to .change and suitability
for use with older children)', it:is appropriate at this point _to
review what we have learned_about these characteristics from the
1975-76 testing periods.

Since the impabt Study will dvpend upc- the PDC-battery
ofmeasures to, detect change that iaan be a buted-to program
differences, several analyses -paced on fail L975 and spring J976
data were devoted to determining the extent to which the measures
included in the battery are sensitive to change. The results
of those analyses were considered'to be only estimates of the
sensitivity that the measures are likely to show in the future.
(In fact,- the results are probably under-estimates bedause of a
short fall-tolspring interval and some test revisions that took
place between testing periods.)
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Deviatib

V

Table
J

of Child d'asure Coirelat ns from'Hypothesi e Correlations,
English-Dominant Sample:

FD C Fall Data,t1976

CHILD MEASPES
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Correlation was within hypothesized range

+1 to +3: Correlation was specified number of levels higher than hyp thesized

=I. to -3: Correlation was specified number of levels lower than hypolthesized
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DeviationS,o

Table lk ,

1 )

Child Measure Correlat ion from Hipothesized Correlations,
.'Spanigh-Dominant Sample

PDC Fall Data, 1975
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Measure

Figure 7

Validity Profiles for Child Measures, for two Head Start
Cohorts at. a Total of Three Time Points

Cohort 1
Fall 1975 Spri4 g1976:

English Spanish Eng4s er Spanigh
Sample Samile a rcple . Satple

-BSM-Spanish

c

Cohort 2
Fall 1976'

English Spanish
ample Sample

Block esign'

1.0`

.5

1.5

Verbal Fluency 1.0

Verbal M

No e.

.5

0

1.5

1.0

e points-'plotted represent the mean absolute deviation
the measure from expected relationships with other

mea ores. The broken line represents the level (1.0)
above which deviations are considered excessive. (The
range of theoretically possible deviations' extendo from
0 to '6.)

continued:
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Eiglire

for Child VieaSures AOr-twollead Start
Cohorts- at a Total of Three Time Pointi

- (continued)

Verba

Cohort.p. Cohrt 2 ;

.

741.1975__ S ng 19'76 , FaI1 1976
English Spanish English- SpaniSh Engliah Spanish
Sample .Sample Sampla '

.

Sample Sample Sample
.

..4

1.5

emo -3 1.0

.5

0

Arm Coordination 1.0

.5

1.5

DTew-A-Child '1.0

.5

0

PIPS

1.5

1.0

.5

1.5

1:0

.5

t -

4 4)

(1.0)
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.1*

The sensitivity-to-change analyses were of three types.
First -, the correlation of each measure, in the fall and in
the spring, -with child age dt-thetiMe of testing was calculated
to determine the age-relatedness of.the measures (a substantial
relationship was expected for most measures). Next, a paired.
(or correlated) t test was_calculated for the difference between
theJfall mean store andthe spring mean score on each meastre
to ascertain if the Stores increased significantly fromjfall to
spring. Finally, a regression proceddre was used to ddtermihe
whethdr the observed spring mean on a measure was equal to or
greater than the expected, or .predicted, spring mean. This
procedure would ascertain whether ,children gained at-least as
much as Oley were expecfed.to=gairwover the given time iflterval.
The results of the analyses--were more critical fSr some measures
than for others.. For example; Scores on the Child-Rating Scale
and the FOCI., were:expected to be less related to age than were
scores on the other measure, since the ratings were being made
relative to other children in the same age group. Apd while
these ratings were expected to change from fall to spring, they
were not expected to change in a consisted up-or-down direction.

Correlations with age. The.correlations of each of-the
,_messures with child age at the time of testing-ended,to be low,
positive, and significant-, with coefficients generally around
.15 to They had not, in fact, been expected'tObe much
higher, since the measures would not be useful for a program
evaluation if they were related only tciage rather than to
'differential 'experience. The only non-significant correlations
(other than for WPPSI Block Design, see below), were within the
Spanish-dominant sample, andalthougl'ithese correlations wer
not substantially lower thaq they were in the'English dominan
sample, they were -not statiticallY significant due to he
smaller size of the Spanish-dominant sample.

WPTST Block Design sho ed a small negative correl tion with
age. This correlation was of expected to be negative, but
neither was,it expected to be significantly positive, because
it is presumed to be a measure of general ability, a ait that
is-likely to remain invariant over short intervals. No theme
sensitivity-to-change tests could be performed for Block Design
because it was given at only one time-point.

Fall-to-spring bhange_ t tests. The Bilingual Syntax
Measure-English showed anon- significant increase for Spanish-.
dominant children. The sample sizes, however, were extremely
small (5 and 4); so the measure may or may not be sensitive
to change-(at least for this short a time period) when the
language of the test is not the child's primary language. All
other child measures showed a sigfrificant fall-to -spring increase.
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Fa.I1 --sPring change re tress on Analysis. F`c;r- tour

.of the child_ measures iasr74E, Draw-A Child, Verbal Fluency-,
and Verbal Memory 3)-; R2 values (repr enting predictiVe pow r)
Werecomparable for fall and spring regression equations which
:elated child status variables (age, sec, ethnicity,,preschool
xperience, and siblings) to child score on the Measure.-:_FOr

of these Tour mea=sures, therefore ane*peced-spring score
-was calculated -based on fall score, status on_ background variables,
and wring -age.. For Draw-A-Child, Verbal Fluency, and verbal
Memory, the actual spring mean was greater, than the-expected .

spring mean; i.e., the children gained more'on tit measures than
wag expected as a function of them increase in age-. For all
four of the measures, more than' half of the children obtained an
.actual spring score that was equal to or greater than their
expected spring-score. These results imply that the tests are
sensitive to change that is-due to educatdOnal experiende in-
alOition to experience that is,simplyA function-ofincreased age.
The fact that this analysis was not performed for the other
measures does not mean that those tests are not-.sensitive to
such change; they were excluded 'bcause the assumptions underlying
the calculation -of' the predicted spring score did not appear
enable for .those particular tests

limMary of sensitivity to change. Based on _the results
of the three analyses- disOussed above, it was concluded that
all of the child measures being used in- the 1976-77 PDC evaluation
are in,fact sensitive to change, within the developmental _ nge
represented -in the 1975-76 Head --Start sample.

Suitability of the instruments for use in _the higher grades.
Fart of the task of assessing the usefulness of the child measures
for thepDC evaluation has been to determine how suitable ,they for use
with children in kindergarten through grade 3 as well as for use

h Head Start children. -During the 1975-76 testing periods,
approximately 25 children per-grade (kindergarten through grade 3)
were tested in the-Georgia site as part of the cross-sectional
design there. In additiOn, JO third graders were tested in
Maryland. This information was used to determine how suitable the
instruments can be erected to be for future use at those grade
levels, as will be necessary if the evaluation is extended.

Conclusions about the suitability of the child measures for
use in-kindergarten through grade 3 were based on four factors,
which were considered at each grade level: response distributions
on the items of each measure mean scares on each measure,
reliability (internal consistency) of the measures, and validity
of the measures. The criteria of acceptability for these four
factors were as follows:



Response distributions: An item was considered-
not to be useful at a given grade level if-More
than 75% of the children at that leVel received'
the7maximum score for the item. k

, ',x4n. -

Mean-scOreS: Mean scores should;incre4se systematic
,

across age levels, except for the rating:scaldsi
addition, if t4emean-.score at. any level was
than 8O of the total poSsible score -for,the
the measure was nsuitabl@ for chin ren of
that age.

q'
Reliability and validi 'I, The criteria for these two
factors were essentially' -e same as those applied to,'
findings for the-Head stt sample discussed previously.

Base ,on these four factEqs, most of the measures appear
to be use ul through grade 3, either in their. present forms or
with modi ication. . EaCh child measure is dicussed below.

Atm Coordinationi-7All six.items were useful, based
on response distributions, from HeadStart through
grade 2, and only two items were not useful at. grade 3.
The mean scores increased acceptably across age levels'
and did not reach a ceiling on the measure: The only
indication of difficulty with this measure is in the
validity profilei where the deviation from expected
correlation levels is rather large at grade2. However,
the- deviations appear to peak at grade 2 for all of-the .
measures, so- this sample may not accurately represent
the general population. Arm Coordination is therefore
judged- to be suitable for all grade levels.

BSM-ELIgl.ish and BSM7Spanish: These measures will
prObably be suitable for 'teevaluation through
grade 3. Intermediate Braes were not tested on
these measures, sb not enough information is available
to make a definite decision regarding them. The mean
scores and validity profiles are acceptable., The
number of non-useful items (12 or 18 at grade for
the English version)_ and the third-grade- internal
consistency (alpha .58) appear to beproblematic.

Draw-A-Child: Scores on this measure approach the
maximum by grade 1, making it unusable in its present
form beyond kindergarten. The problem with this testi
however, appears to be in tile scoring rather than in
the nature of the task. We have reduced the complexity
of the scoring from that recommended by the-test author.



We would now recommend returning to the more complex
scoring or-to a.Goodenougli-Harris type of-scoring
in order to make use of the Valuable information --
that the drawingsbof older childfen can provide.
With a -change in scoring procedures, Draw-A-Child
is expected to be- suitable for .use across the age-.
,range that will be spa 'nned by a longitudinal- study
of PDC._

PIpS: Based on all four conSiderations, the PIES
is judged to be suitable fr Use at all grade levels
of the evaluation.

POLL and Child Rating Scale: Both rating scales
are judged to be suitable for use at all grade levels
Mean scores, alphas, and validity appear to be
acceptable. The'response distributions are acceptab
but tend to be unusually centrally distributed for
POOL for grades 1 through 3 (which may be attributable
to the particular testers who assigned the ratings--this
will be investigated in the future).

Verbal Fluency: .Bases on all four considerations,
Verbal _Fluency is judged to be- suitable for use.at
all grade levels.

Verbal. Memory-1; This test produces scores very
near ceiling at Head Start, and 14st spring was
found to be unusable beyond kindergarten becauSe
most of- the children-received-the maximum score.
Accordingly, for fall 1976 testing two items were
added to the original four; the added items; were
,constructed on the models.of the original word
strings, but being longer,- present a more difficult
task. Logically, this should result in a test
ceiling that will be reached by fewer older children,
but this proposition has not been tested. Among
thiS year's Head Start children, though, the internal
consistency-of this'scale was higher than it was
for last year's Head Start children.

Verbal Memory-3: Based on all four considerations,
Verbal Memory -3 is judged to, be suitable for use
at all grade levels to be spanned by the evaluation.

Relationship to social competence. Since the PDC battery
was constituted with the intent of providing for measurement of
the traits-that comprise social' competence, -ua analysis was
performed for the last Impact Study report that examined the
relationship of spring 1976 test scores (for Cohort 1 and higher-grade
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-samples) to ad hoc iiriteria of social competence. The criteria.'
were established by factor analyzing ratings from the PDC.
Child Rating.Scale and the Pupil ObservatiOn'Checklist (POCL)--
instruments completed, by each. child's teacher and tester ==:,

'respectivelythen, on-the basis of the results, creating --

.factorscores.foreaochild that repplevente4-his qx-hep _,..atut
on each-of the "social:competence" factors. The Child rating
Sdale and POOL were chosen as ec5arces of the proxy criteri
-becalise the assessmentsprovided by the teacher and.tester
aA, based upon observation of each child's behavior, in ak;
variety Ofjormal and infOrmal situations, and thus logics'
come close to representing Measures of the child's ` "everyday

.-, effectiveness," i.e., social competence.

',7-

The object of the analysis (a linear regressiOn procedure
was to determine hp magnitude Of the' relationship existin
between the tests included in the'TDC battery*and the " "so as

competence" crit ria. The more - relevant the tests are to
social competence, the stronger the relationship expected. The
tests that entered into tht analysis included BSM-English,Arm
Coordination,- Draw-AChild, Verbal Fluency, Verbal Memory-1,
Verbal Memory3, and the PITS'. All of these except Arm'
Coordination were found to be 'Substantially associated -with the
collective "social competence":,criteria: R2 values - ranged dfrom
A7 for P,SMEnglish to .37 for the PIPS; R2 for Arm Coordination.

was .05. For children in the higher-grade sample (consisting
of pooled K-3 samples) a significant relationship was found
for all the tests except Draw - - -Child (whose" low reliability'
for older children has already been noted) and Verbal Memory-1
(whiClh, before this year's revision, also showed low_ reliability
among .1.14)0er children). Arm Coordination was significantly,
related t the "social competence%criteria for this sample
(R2 = .12), perhaps because of .the greater, variance odcurring
across, the broader age range. Verbal Memory-3 and the PIPS
showed the strongest relationship to the predictors for this
sample; both had R2 coefficients of .25.

This technique, although quite exploratory, produced
results that constitute at least preliminary confirmation of
expectations: all the aforementioned_ tests, originally
selected for their theoretical relevance to social competence,
seem to provide'meaitigE7are empirically relevant to
social competence, or to our best approximation of that
construct.

r
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Ease of Administration

It is of little use to select tests which may have all
of the necesshry psychometric qualities if they cannot be
administered satisfactorily by the testers hired in each1PDC co unity. Therefore, one of the factors taken into
c nside tion when tests were being reviewed fog the DC
Im ct Study was their general suitability for_ administration
by para.professional. Even though all of the tests selected
fox DC -met this requirement, there were some differences in the
ease difficurty of their administration. 'The details presented
below are based on observations of tester performance during
the tester training session and on the continual feedback by
testers throughout the data collection period. (See Appendix B
for the monitoring forms used-as checks on compliance with
testing specifications.)

00
-

,

Bilingual Synax Measure (BSM). This test is relatively-
easy to administer--the directions are straightforward and
the cartoonlike pictures usually capture the children's attention
and elicit responses to the items. The,only problematic area
of the administration is recording the child-'s response,
accurately. Testers have to listen-carefully to the child's'
answer and-record:it verbatim. This has to be a conscious
effort since ivluits tend to Write a ccogrect verb tense or word
endihg automatically when the child Has used incorrect tense
or wording.

Verbal Memo. This testpresents few administration
problems. In Part 1 the tester slowly readsa string of wordS
and records those the child,repeats', while, in Part 3 (Part
is-not included in the PDC battery) the tester reads a story
and records'the child's account of it. The only administration
error noted, a minor one, is a tendency on the part of some
'testers to paraphrase the standard-encouragements rather than
'repeat them exactly.

WPPS; Block pesign. More tim6 was.bpent practicing this
test than any of the others because of the'10,'different designs
the-tester must learn to construct wittk[thse blocks, and because
of the lengt.Aly instructions. The tester has to learn to make
the designs w.hile simultaneously reading aloud the instructions
for constructing' the_ ciicAaJgri. However, once familiar with
construction of the designs, tegters can usually coordinate
ots ac.tiViLies. Thereafter, only minor wor=ding errors tend

o during :the actual: test administration.

--iDraw-A-ChAW.- No --Dblems encountered l in the-admini-
ltion of this Lost. Most _.'ohLidren njoyeti it and it

A thc
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Verbal Fluency. This test is easy to administer. The
tester, instructs the child to name all of the toys (or things
to eat or names of people, etc.) he can within a specific.
time period. Only a minor problem was discovered--a tendency
among testers to paraphrase the encouragements.

Preschool InterPersonalProblem-Solvin Test (PIPS).
Most of the administration problems encountered with the
PIPS were related to scoring.: The object of the test, which
presents the'child with hypothetical interpersonal problems,
is to have the child suggest as many-different solutions as he
can think of (e.g., Jf A has the truck and B wants to play with
it, what can B do to get a chance to play with it? If C has
the sailboat and D wants to play with it, what .can -D do to get
a chance to,play with it?). Once the child responds, the tester
has to decide whether or not the.response is relevant and
whether or not the child has given.a similar answer already.
If the response is new and relevant, the tester must decide in

of 1 =scoring categories to place the answer (e.g., ask,
share, trade, bribe). Many of-the,responSes that children, give
are clearly understandable such as, " "ask him for it," "share it;",
"tell his mother," but other answers require more judgment on the
part of the tester and, as a result, sope of these are scored
incorrectly. Therefore, testers need to have a clear underStanding
of each category and how it differs from the others.

Arm Coordination. Although appearing simple and
straightforward, this test has the greatest potential for
presenting-difficulties in administration 'since the tester has
to attend to so many details at the same time. For example, in.
Part 2 (beanbag catch game) the tester must coordinate reading
of the instructions with tossing the beanbag while also Watching
to see if the child stepped. over the line and if he used the
correct .hand to catch the beanbag. The tester then must record
the child's response. while makire sure the child isn't tossing
the beanbag to her: Since the tester has to attend to'many
details during the test.it is easy to commit wording errors, or
to overlook some of the necessary activities.

Pupil Observation.Checklist (POOL). Some testers had
problems in differentiating among children when completing this
rating scale. That is, some tended to rate every child "average"
on all Of the dimensions. For example, even though the instruc-
tions indicated that a child should be rated "average" on the
"Cooperative-Resistive" dimension if the child was as cooperative
or as .resistive as other children during testing, it seems
Unli-kely that all children would behave identically during the
test sessions. More specific rating scale instructions may be
needed for those testers who tended to rate all children the same.



Summary. Generally, then, the tests are not difficult
to administer, Tester performance improves with practice
and theadministratdon difficulties mentioned in this section
are more apparent with new testers than with experienced ones.

. .

Factor Structure of the Battery

Factor analyses' were performed to investigate inter-
relationships among the child measures in the fall 1976 battery.
Separate analyses were performed for the English-dominant and
SpanisS-dominant samples, with the results shown in. Tables 12
and 13. While parallel versions o' the same measures were
included in the two analyses, the slbstantial difference in
Sample sizes (English = 880, Spanish,= 85) constrains'the
expected comparability of the results. In view of that limitation,
the resulting factor structures of the total battery for the
separate samples are remarkably similar.

Results for the Fnlish- dominant sample. Analysis yielded
three distinct factors which,'after rotation, accounted for.
26.7%, 19.3% and 11.6% of the variance, respectivply. The
scales that loaded highest on the first factor, which could be
labeled "verbal - responsive," were Verbal Fluency, Verbal Memory71,
Verbal Memory-3, PIPS, and POCL.2 The BSM-English also loaded
substantially on this factor, but loaded higher yet on the
second factor. The scales that loaded highest on factor 2,
which could be called "cognitive flexibilitY," were BSU-English,
WPPSI Block Design, and Draw-A-Child. Thethird factor appears
to represelit a "psychomotor" ditnension. cioy Arm Coordination
had a su41,tantial loading on this factor.1.1 three factors
combined accounted for 57.6% of the variandpemong measures
for the English-dominant sample.

Results for the Spanish-dominant sarlpleFactor analysis
yielded three distinct factors which, aftet'.rdtation, accounted
for 13%, 26.1% and 22.3% of. the variance, r6*)'ectively. On
the first factor, apparently representing the dimension "psychomotor,
only Arm Coordination had a substantial loading. On the second
factor, which might be designated "verbal-cog pitive,"the scales
that had the highest loadings,were WPPSI Kook DesigiT; Verbal
Fluency, Verbal Memory-1, Verbal Memory-3, and Draw-A-Child.
On the third factor, which could be. termed "verbal-resonsive,"
the tests loading highest.were BSM-Spanish, PIPS and POCL.
Combined, these three factors accounted for 61.4% of the variance
among measures for the Spanish-dominant sample.

'Princlpal components solution, varimax rotation.

A ra-
o=

anaiysis of the POCL itself is presented in Appendix
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Table. 12 --

Factor Analysisa of Scores on Child Measures,
English-Dominant Head Start Children,

Fall 1975 Data

CHILD MEASURE

BSM-Engli-

WPPSI Block Design

Verbal Fluency

Verbal MeMory-1

Verbal Memory-3

Coordinati

-A-Child

a-Principal compone

N7880 0

Factor Loading -of Child Measures,
(highest'loading'italicized)

. Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3

,..
_,_

.411,

9

.48

.82

__

.20

-.17

.59
,

.36 -..15

.70 -.04 .01

.71 .19' ..01

,08 .05 -.95

.17 .80 .03

.67 .14 .03

.64 .11 7.19

solution, varimax rota -ion.



Tables 1

Factor Analysisa of Scores on Child Measures,
Spanish-Dominant Head start Children,

Fall 1976 Data

N=85

Factor Ldading of Child Measures
(highest loading italicized)

-CHILD MEASURE . Factor 1 Factor 2 -Factor

HM- Spanish -.23 .35 .60

WPPBI Block benign - .13 .78 .04

Verbal Fluency
f:

-.09_ .63 .35

Verbal Memory-1 .01 .63 .42

Verbal Memory-3 -.45 .46 '.40

Arm Coordination .89 .17

Dra -A-Child .05 .75 -.01

PIPS -.14 .11 .75

POOL .28 .01 .79

a
Principal componen ilution, varimax rotation.,

6 0



Comparisons with previous factor anal ses' The results
of the current analyses are not directly comparable to the
spring 1976 analyses, since Child Rating Scale data (for the
English7domilAant sample) were included .at that time. However,
there are interesting similarities. Arm Coordination maintains
its position as a distinct dimension, and language tasks and
the social problem-solving measures (PIPS, POCL) are clustered
in a similar manner. The resemblance between. the factor- ,structures
foufid for the two language samples recommends the ossibility of
equating English and Spanish versions of the bar in the
future.

Al -acteristics of the Classroom Observation S- -stem

The PDC Classroom Observation System differs in many
ways from the other instruments in-the battery of child measures:
it is not a test of performance under special conditions but
rather a record of performance iunder natural conditions; it is
conceived as reflecting characteristics of the classroom environ-
ment as much as it reflects characteristics-of the Children who
comprise the class; its scoring and the methods by which its
reliability and validity are 'established are unique to this
measure among those in the battery. Thus in this'seetion the
Observation System is discussed separately from the other
instruments.

The PDC Observation System was developed to provide
escripUve inXormation regarding the social-emotional competence

of children in their classroom settings. The behavior categories
that make up the instrument were formed by redefining, and in
some cases, combining, behavior categories from existing observa-
tion instruments that differentiate between children,of varying
degrees of social competence, and by adding other categories
appropriate to PDC goals. The theoretical rationale for .

.

selecting these categories is that they measure a "general attitude
of negotiation and reciprocity in dealing with others in a social
environment."' This attitude is believed to be generalizable
across all cultural groups and 'implies that a child's own needs
and goals are-valuable, but that the needs and goals of others
are equally important and must be taken into account: More
speciically, the developing child should lear4,bo to control

:1and influence others with effective strategies tINt Ido not
violate the rights of others. (For example, physical force is

'Bronson, P9, xecutive competence in preschool children. Paper
presented at th meeting` of the American Educational Research
Association, Washington, D.C., 1975. For a more extensive
listing of references to the literature consulted in developing
the system, see Interim Report 11, Part B (June 1975).



considered to be a violation of others, and thus_do s not
indicate an attitude of negotiation and reciprocity.) in
addition, the child should be reasonably influenced byothers,
but not totally subservient to or dominatedlpy them. Other
social strategies that promote and-.sustain social interaction
such as sharing, helping, requesting and .providing.resourdes,
and taking turns'arealso considered important indications of
a child's social competence and.are represented in the categories
of the observation system. Definitions and examples of the
observation categories are presented in Appendix P.

ummary of Instrument Developmen

Fall 1975 and spring 1976 observation data collection
efforts were aimed at establishing the psychometric properties
of the observation instrument. After each collection, observers
reported that the instrument could be used in the field with
lit.tle difficulty. In addition, spring reliability assessments
have shown4Oat observers can be trained to use the instrument
with a desirable level of accuracy. This implies that observation
categories have been sufficiently defined and clarified that
minimal inference is required by the observer when coding
specific behaviors.

Analyses o fall 1975 and spring 1976 observation data
have shown some d gree of relationship between children's social-
emotional -, psychom tor, and cognitive competences, i.e., children's
observed social skills corresponded to their performance on
otter measures in the PDC battery But in view of the low magnitude
of these relationahipa, particularly with regard to te&chers'
ratings of similar dimensions of children's behaviors, the
validity of the instrument as a measure of children's social skills,
could not be adequately established.

In part, this absnce of validity may ___. attributed to'the
in which behaviors were sampled. ,Since, the activity level of

the classroom (i.e., opportunity for social interactions) was
found to be highly related to children's behaviors, it seems
likely that the 20-minute observation period provided a
scription of the child's behavior under only one particular

classroom condition. Under other conditions, the child's
behavior might have been very different from-that sampled.
The time-sampling technique, then, could account for the low
correspondence between a teacher's assessment of a child's
social skills and the description provided by the observation
instrument.

t-'or th s rerison proposer! i rmLprim TV

(August 197 the t ii5crvat--i on Syscn,t can bo regarded as a
atasuro of classroom "personalities," rather than of individual

'-eiviors, and that it.be used for aSsessing PDC impact at a
ctdssroom level of analysis.



4Purpose_of this Analysis

--his analysis is directed toward establishing tie
psychometric properties of the Observation System as'a
measure of classroom characteristics. One step in this
process is to substantiate the findings that observers
can be trained to use the instrument with accentabl-
levels of accuracy. Thus, as in the:past analyses,
-reliability data Were collected and analyzed for thi
report. A second step is to assess whether the inst ment
accurately represents,, and thus adequately measures, he
classroom. This was determined by pairing observation
subcategories with other measures in the PDC battery and
'assessing their relationships using classroom-level analyses.

It is also important to establish the value of the
instrument for measuring PDC'slimpact on children'S classroom
behaviors or on classroom conditions. Exploratory analyses
were thus conducted which examined the comparability of PDC
-and comparison classrooms in fall 1976. No consistent
differences were expected, since this is the first operational
yedr of PDC, but these analyses were intended to provide a
check on the initial equivalence of PDC and comparison

assrooms on such dimensions as frequency of social inter-
ac '-- amount of time spent in nonsocial activities, amount
of v -bal behavior, and opportunity forocial interactions.
These comparisons also provided a test of the analic°
methods available for investigating classroom comparability.

Observation Procedures

In an attempt to insure that observation. data would be
coll*ted in a consistent manner across sites, guidelines
and procedures for completing observations were specified
in detail during the observer training session.

Before they began their observations in the classrobms,
observers met with classroom teachers/to describe the obser-
vation instrument and answer questions. To.control for any
observation bias, the observers completed all.observations
.prior to administering the child tests and observed only
t-ho who were listel on their. rosters

Be,j- iti riq wah the first child on their rosters,
observers observed_ each child for two consecutive five -mini
int-c!rvalm Each five-minute interval was divided into
fifteen 20-second units_ These units were further divided:
5-seconds for observing and 15 _conds for recording. The

6-3
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.

observing and recording intervals were siqnalled by 'a
portable cassette tape recorder that emitted an electronic
"beep" into an earphone worn by the observer.

(_

The number of o., servations completed per day varied
with the number of childreA in the classroom the class
schedule for that part) icular day, childrens -absences,
and activities that took the children outside the classroom.
Observers were advised to observe during Al periods of
the day except outdoor play and toileting. If, however,
regular classroom activities such as storytime, art, or
'Snacktime were conducted outdoors, 'they Were instructed
to observe during those times as well. Observers also
received instructions on how to handle situations that
might interrupt their observations-and on how to handle
child absences.

Fall 1976 Observation Training Procedures

The primary objective of the September 1976 training
session was to adequately train observers, especially new
ones, so. that reasonable coding reliability could be achieved.
To the extent possible, only those observers who had
received training and.colle-ted observation data in fall
1975-and/or spring 1976 were included in this training
session. This allowed new training methods to build upon
the group's previous trainin and experience In the classroom.

As in other observation training sessions, the Observa-
tion System was introduced in a large-group session during
which changes and revisions were noted and examples of
observation categories were provided. Small-group sessions
were scheduled to explain and give examples of the observation
categories. Throughout these sessions, observers were
asked to describe and role-play examples of behaviors their
had observed in previous classroom observations; trainers
than indicated ho,7)the behaviors should be coded on the
record sheet. Additional small-grouo sessions were used
for viewing videotapes of preschool-aged children in school
settings. After the observers had coded a two-minute
segment of the tape, trainers prov-ided feedback on how the
behaviors should have been coded. Common errors made by
Lhe participants were discussed and additional clarification
and examples were provided for ambiguous or frequently
(-chrused

ohl7 :17e * who
fall Ilc7F,oOSry;:iLion Jitj hn ceLhe. ,:-Y,,tended other

obsrya!7,ion ssinn: a ,!o!!,!c7Lecli observation

h4 /



Reliability of the Observation System

COliectionof rAliability data The reliability estimates
included in this report were ,gathered at the end of the fall
1976 training session. This reliability assessment was
necessar for determining how well observes were prepared
'to begin their observations in the field.. To assess this,
observers simultaneously watched and independently coded a
40-minut videotape which included several clear examples of
the behavioral categories contained in the observation system.

A is of reliabilit data. The accuracy.of observation
codin as assessed by comparing each observer's responses to
,1 cri rion coding of the same behavioral events. Although the
measure produced is not i+tical to a conventional measure of
inter-observer agreement, it does assess the accuracy of
observers' coding compared to a single standard criterion. This
provides a basis for detecting those categories that were commonly
coded unreliably by a majority of the observers. Further,
analytical inferences that include these categories could take
this ' into, account.

2t.hods for assessing coding reliability were e oyed.
The f method comp'uted a pairwise observer and criter n
agre, en estimate within categories for each 5-second o .servation
inte A proportion of agreement was determined usin
Cart, ght's alpha.' This procedure consists of compar'
unit by unit, the -codes selected by the ObServer with t
criterion codes. Estimates were obtained-for the -numbe
Lime observer and criterion codes agreed and disagreed for,
eac observation unit. The reliability was then computed by
diving the number of times codes agreed by the number of
agreements plus disagreements.

The second method of reliability assessment examined how
well _Jservers' codes matched the criterion for the total length
of a given observation period. (Although the observers' codes
may not agree with the criterion unit by unit, it is importal4
that observers, after viewing a child for a specified interval,
at least agree-on the relative number of tallies assigned to each
subcategory. ?' To obtain this estimate, the mean total number of
tallies assigned to a given category was divided by the criterion
number for that category the number of times behavior of
that type was actually exhibited in the reliability tape). Dif-
ferent inferences can be \drawn from these two reliability estimates:
===i first, based upon Cartwright's alpha, indicates the reliability

of a single observation within a specified category; the second,
overall proportion of agreement, indicates the relviability of the
total frequency of observaticns for a category.

z
'Cartwright, D. A rdpid,non- -ramot-rif7 (iimate of multi-
judge telia ai l qty. PsychomeLrika 17-29.



Reliability results. Table 14 presents the mean proportion
of agreement and Cartwright's alpha for each subcategory of the
observation system. Also included in this table is an indication,
of whether observers overestimated or underestimated the frequency
of a specific subcategory.

As has been found in past analyses, it appears that
observers can accurately distinguish and co -e children's involve-
ment in the classroom (Noninvolved, Social, and Nonsocial).
Proportions of agreement for these suhcategoies ranged from
.96 to .99, with a mean of .98. These reliability estimates-
are higher than those reported for these subcategories in spring
1976. The high agreement figures, .99, for verbal behavior
Verbal English and Nonverbal), found in the current analysis
are also noteworthy.

While there ip a slight increase in reliability estimates

,

fr spring to fall, errors con e__ occur most frequently
in those subcategories-describing the child's behavior. during
child-peer and child-adult interactions- -Proportions of agreement
in these subcategories ranged. from .57 to .98, with a mean of
.81. However, considering the five distinctions that these
categories require observers to make concerning the nature and
purpose of the child'S social interactions, some impreciSioh is
expected. Thus the coding accuracy figures seem acceptable.

Items that describe classroom activity (Maximal, Moderate,
and Minimal) were excluded from this reliability assessment because
of diffic4ities in portraying the general activity level of at
classroomAm videotape.. HoweVer, last spring's onsite -reliAbility
assessment indicated tNit observers could accurately assess 4nd
code a child's- opportunties for social interaction in the classroom.
For that assessment, thomean reliability estimate for this
category was .88. Becaugeithis category was not revised, it is
assumed that this coc'ling.' accuracy was maintained for fall data
collection

Overall, there was a substantial improvement in observers'
observation and coding skills. In comparing fall. and spring
reliability estimates, the accuracy of coding increased or A

remained the same for 8073 of the observation categories.

Classroom Observation DilLI_

Preparation of observation data for descriptive analysis.
For all observation categories, a sum of the chtld's behavioral
incidonts across the 10-minuto obscrvatiqn intervals was computed.
Each child, then, had n summaf:y sco-Le far every item on the
(1 -4rvitinn im-;tr mon1=. These scnros wcrc --d across



Table 14

Coding Reliability
Fall 1976'

Observation Cate 0

Number
of

Exam les

Proportion
of

A +reement

Cartwright's
A --a

Direction
of

Error

.Noninvolved 6 .98 .59

Social 110 .99 .97

Nonsocial 13 .96 .68

Verbal English 84 .99 .96

Verbal Spanish
Verbal Combined 0

Nonverbal 39 .99 .88

Negative .
9 .67 .66

Positive Control 22 .-88 .71 4,

Positive Resist 8 .98, .75 +

Other Positive Behaviors 26 .97 .68 +

Requests Information 6 AS .76

Gives Information 10 .65 .54 +

Requests. Assistance 22. .66 .66 -

Gives Assistance 10 .89 .50 +

ReqUests Support 7 .72 .73

Gives-Support 3 .87 .86

Other Purposes 7 .71 .50 +

Negative 5 .71 .79

'Positive Control 22 .97 .79

Positive Resist 8 .71 .70

Other Positive Behaviors 15 .82 .64

Requests Information 7 .96 .81

Gives Information 9 .84 .68 +

Requests.Assistance 11 .84 .72

Gives Assistance .9 .95 .68 +

Requests Support .57 .63

Gives Support 1 .67 A7
Other Purposes 8 .88 .60

aDverstimations and underestimations of individual categories are
represented respectively by plus and minus signs.
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children Within classrooms, creating a classroom mean for
each category. Because past observationlanalyses indicated
that dhildren'S behaviors varied according to the activity
level of the classroom, a classroom gcote should take this
into account. Therefore, as in past analyses, relative
frequencies were computed for each activity level, weighting
the absolute scores by the amount of time classrooms were
observed in a given activity level. The means and standard
deviations of these transformed variables are given in Appendix F.

Results of descriptive anal ses. In order to provide a
summary description of the observation data, the classroom
relative frequency for each observation variable was computed
for each activity level. -Classroom frequencies were then aggregated
across sites. Figure 8 presents the relative amount of time
children in these classrooms were engaged in Noninvolved, Social,
and Nonsocial activities. The results indicate that these groups
spent high proportions of their time in activities that involved
objects (46%), and in activities that involved persons (48%).
These proportions were found to vary across activity levels with
Minimal activity levels proving most conducive to social inter-
actions. Interactions during Minimal activity periods, however,
often occurred in a large-group setting where children were
attending to the adult leading the group activity. These social
interactions differ qualitativelyrom those that would occur
during free -play or small-group time (i.e., Maximal and Moderate
classroom activity levels).

Figure 9 shows the relative frequencies of children's
verbal behavior for those classrooms in which the majority of
children spoke English. Again, as in past analyses, children
were verbal less than 30% of the time, with some variation across
activity levels. Out of the total time children were verbal,
5 n of this verbal activity occurred during peer interactions,
while 48% occurred during adult interactions.

Figure 10 shows the relative frequencies of children's
verbal behavior for Spanish-speaking classrooms. For these
classrooms, eh e-en were verbal loss than 40% of the time,
with only sligh ariations across activity levels; Spanish
was spoken 21% of the time and English was spoken 17% of the
time. out of the total time Spanish was used in social interactions,

of. this verbal behavior occurred during peer interactions,
while 34 occurred during adult interactions. There was no
diff,sr rh, amnunC of time children spoke English

L N)an during adult interucians; however,
duri reens _;punUsh wau spoken undo Frequently
than Isng tish vu. 2-V1.



Figur 8

Relative Frequencies of Classroom Involvement
by Classroom ActivityLevel

Fall 1976
N = 80
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Figure
,

assreoM V&rbal Behavior= r, English-S -king'Classrooms
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Figure to

Classroom Verbal 'Behavior:. Spanish-Speaking Classroomsa
'Tali, 1976

N = -9
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,Figures 11 and 12 display the relative frequericies-of
child-peer and child-adult classroom interactions. Classroom
social interactions more often involved adults (504). Peer-
interactions occurred 45%,of thetimei while joint interactions
with'both a peer and adult occurred 5% of the time-. As in past
analyses, it appears that the majority of children's social
interactions with peers and adults were positive in nature,
as negative behaviors were exhibited less than 1% ofthe time.
The rates of children's positive attempts to Control peers
(33%) or adults (34%):are higher than any previous analysis
has shown- Adult Control$ fluctuated substantially:acroas
activity levtlsv peer Control: were Only slightly influenced
by the activity level of the laSsroom. Further, the relatively
large staAdar* deviation (;20) of these proportions suggests
that there is some variability across classrooms in the frequency
of controlling incidents.

Classroom behaviors reflecting children's positive attempts'
to resist the-control of others (i.e.4 Assert) occurred infrequently:
2.to 4% of the time. Because the occurrence of this behavior is
associated with the amount of control exhibited by -others, the
Jowfrequenct' of Asserts behaviors, implies either that children
were not --7%directed by others (which is contrary to the evidenc
of increased controlling in the classroom), or that they have not
learned acceptable ways of resisting this control. Thus, it
appears they are resisting control in a negative manner (coded
Negative) or simply complying with others' directi/res (cqded
Positive)t .However, last spring's observation data reflecte4N6
higher frequency of assertive behaviors, which suggests ghat the

1
new sample:of children may learn these strateg es,as they gain
more exprience in Head Start classrooms.

Figure l describes child -adult and, child -peer interactions
from another per4pective: purpose o- interaction rather than

Mature of interattion-."-High'prOp--___ons pf-Gives-behdviors wereaqtf
exhibited.,,During adult interactions, children provided infor-
mation 45 to 59%-of the time, and provided assistance-tor materials
6 to 8% of the4ime. A high incidence of Gives Information
(48% to 51%) ant Gives Assistance (7 to 10%) was also found for
peer interactions. In contrast, Requests behaviors were exhibited
in the classroom less,thah 30% of -the time. .These behaviors
were primarily directed toward obtaining assistance or materials
from either an adult (13%) or peer (17%); requesting or providing
emotional support occusred less than 1% of the time for both ,-
adult and peer interaions. Classroom patterns of Gives and ,

costs variMponly moderately across activity levels. -There
was, howevAI, some evidence that as activity levels changed from
Maximal toAinima conditions for social interactions, Gives
Informatilon.(within the context of adult interactions) increased.
Because instrdiztional activities (e.g., music, storytime) typify
Moderate and Minimal conditions, it is not surprising that, the
ineidence of providing,.infOrmation increased for these activity
levels. , -
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Figure 1.1 k

Relative Frequencies -_of Classroom Child-Peer Inter4ctionS:
Nature of Interaction by Classroom 'Activity Leveler
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Figure 12

Relative-Fr-quencies of Classroom-Child-Adult Interacons:
Nature f Interaction by Classroom Activity LeVel

-Fall 1976
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Results of correlational analyses.'. The cOrrelatiOnS,,
shown in Table 15 were computed to as the-interrelationships.
among observaition variables at the level.' -For this
analysis,. particular- attention was given to determining- whether
findings'froM past analyses hold for classroom-level data or
whether new relationships emerge.

As in past analyss, children's rates of verbal behavior
and the straties they.use while interacting with others were
only slightly related.. This finding suggests that, Mir this
-young age group, children control others and resist.the. control:
of others' in a nonverbal fashion.Also,thildren. often request
assistance froth others- nonverbally, as A. signifiCant correlation
was foUnd between the Nonverbal and Requests-Assistance categories
-other signifitant correlations were found between children's
controlling-behaviors and the frequency of Requests Assistance.
Thus, -as has been found.in past analySes,'children's Controlling,
behaviors were generally directed toward obtaining help or

.

materials from, an Adult peer.; that is they were- directed. '1
toward some end o goal.

A departure from. past flNdings, though, is the significant
intercrrelation between _peer, and adult interaction items
were f8Und in this analysis. In classrooms where. there was a
high frequency of Controls, there wo*Also a high frequency
of adult Controls. -A similar-relationship was found between peer
and adult requests for assistance}

Of additi al interest are the, relationships between
observation variables and other child measures. To examine
these, classroom means were computed for the child tests and -
correlated with observation-variables.-2 As shown 'in Table 15,
the relationships found ranged from moderately negative to
moderately positive. Observation categories that occurred more
-frequently (e.g., Social, Nonsocial, Verbal English, Nonverbal)
tended to shOw higher correlations with other variables..

1For'this analYsis, children'8 scores on the observation variables
were averaged within classrooms. The classroom then became the
unit of 'analy sis.

Only class4bams inWhich the majority of children spoke English
were used in this analysis.
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Overall

Figure 13
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-Although behavior in the individual subcategories
describing -peer and adult interactions in the classroom
occurred less frequently, some of these categories Were
moderately; and in some cases significantly, related to
other child measures. in particular, rates :of peer and
adult positive behaviors were positively related to scores
on the PIPS. -Additionally, rates of requesting help from adults
or peers were significantly but negatively, correlated with -BSM,
Draw-A-Child, and,WPOSI. scores. It appears that the rate of
requests for assistance is -ersely related to a wide range of
children's cognitive and la_ _age competencies.

The findings from this analysis indicate that a number -of
classroom-level interaction patterns are related to performance
ors psychomotor, cognitive, and language measures. Inasmuch as
'higher degrees of association were found for those categories
describing global characteristics of the' lassroom (e.g.,
.Involvement, Verbal Behavior, Rate of-Adult Interactions), greater
confidence can be placed IE-the findings related to these categories.

Results of comparability anaLz. The assumption made in
identifY4ng certain Head Start centers and schools as comparison
-institutions Ifs that they are essentially the-same to-begin with
as their PDC Ifs

that
Therefore, since last fall marked

the:start of PD 's f:rst operational year - -its official
beginning--the elassloom observations ade in the fall were
expected to indicate hat no systemati differences-exist between
PDC and comparison el ssrooms. To confirm (or disconfirm) this
expectation, analyses w -e performed that examined the measures
obtained for PDC and com arison classrooms in ten categories
with the highest incidence of occurrence. These were rate -of

Noninvolvement,.,
Social Involvement,
Nonsocial Involvement,
Verbal' EngliSh;.-
Nonverbal Behavior,
Peer Interactions,
Adult Interactions,
Maximal, Moderate and Minimal Classroom Activity.

Two alternate types of analyses,1 parametrid and non-parametric,
were condueted; the results -of one provided-crosschecks on the
results of tjle other. Both procedures-were consistent In showing
no significant differences between groups, with one exception:

'The analytic procedures that led to the results described here
are discussed in Appendix H.



the non-parametric procedure indicated that children in- .

.cOmparison Classes spend a significantly greater' proportion
of their tithe in nonverbal activities (the parametric procedure
produced a finding of no significant difference on thisvatiabLe)
ConSidering the-fact that a total of 20 significance tests were
performed (10-variableS. x 2 statistical -procedures),-a finding
of only one significant'difference indicates that PDC and
compariSon classes are indeed very -much -the same:on-the,-
dimensions measured by-the Observation System.
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IV

CONCLUSIONS

Adequao of the Test8 and the Sam et

The major purposes.of this report are, as noted, to
answer the questiOns of. instrument_appropriateness, PDC-
comparison group comparability, and sample size adequacy.
The answers to. beoffered here are tentative in two ways:
they anticipate the conclusions chat will emerge from the
meeting of the PDC Evaluation Advisory Panel inkApril, .and
they anticipate the conclusion t that will be didwn by OCD,.
which bears the ultimate responsibility for decisions made
aboUt PDC.

Are t asurin uments Appropriate the Task?

Child measurer, individually. It can be said with
few reservations that all ofthe instruments included in
the battery satisfy all the criteria that have been used
in judging them. As Table 17 reflects; the reservations
are minor Verbal Memory-1 and Draw-A-Child were earlier
found inappropriate for older children but, with changes
in the content of the fOrmer and the scoring of the latter,
it is beIieved_that they will now be appropriate; the English
version-of-theBillnguaI-Syntax_MedsuremaY__noti?e_adequately
sensitive to change for children whose dominant language is
Spanish, and the Spanish version may not be adequately Iv
sensitive'for English-dominant children.

1 measures, collectively. Although the factor
%structure of the battery does not correspond exactly. to the
a priori categorization of the tests (cognitive-language;
social motional, psychomotor), the factors that emerge are
similar to those expected for both the English-dominant and
Spanish-dominant groups, and indicate that the battery does
-provide coverage'ef these areas.
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Thp'PD- 'room Observation S stem. -The-Obeervation
System was.not examined against the same crtteria used
for the other-tests,.pArtly-because it is-consIdered to
provige measures,of group, rather than individUaLv_behavior%
By.the criteria developed. for evaluating th obserVation
Systeh, necessai'ilyTess-i.i4orons than thase used for the
more-donVentional instrument S.-, it appearacceptaBle as
a means of:assessing the Oaassrocirri environment. -This_
-potential application makes the instrument particularly
,useful, since it is the classroom .that.mediates between
-PDC-induced administrative change.(measured'in the cOurse
-of the Implementaton tidy) .and the program's-iritended
effectS On-children'Imeasured,-by the-child tests): -The=
Observatibn System prol)ides the_ only way Qf examining
evans at thiscritical mediating stage-s- .end with the
cancellation of thezTeacher,SurVey, this..fanction,becoffies
_even more critical.

Other measures The spring .1977 battery will include
all 'the aforementioned measures plus height and weight
(included as pre-measures in this fall's battery) and '`the'-
131DC Child Rating Scale, which was not administered in the
-fa -because the'teachersigho complete it cannot be expected

fully acquainted 'with the children that early in the

,,Are the PDC and Comparison Groups_ Really Com arab

Overall' findings. At the site level, Cohbrt
.
ana.comparison grOups seem to be more similar than were
_Cohort 1 grOups on the-dritica dimensions of ethnicity,
1:)rior preschool exfperiende,'and socioeconomic status (repre--
,sented by mother's educatiomand number of .siblings).-,- For
half the-4ites, there'wereno significant PDC-comparison
differences at all on either the background characteristics

1

(:)r -the tests. For the Other half of the si es, one or two
differences each were found, but'what:s mor T.important is
that the PDCsand ceMparison groups in these sites were '.'
found to be alike on4the ,reMaining.18 or so dimensions,
examined. The aggregated English-domipant PDC and comparison
groups are quite: comparable on all the dritival background
characteristics, the groups differ on only ithe of thirteen
child measure and on none of the six background variables,
The aggregated Spanishjtominant groups dd not differ on any
o.f the child measures, but der differ in'prior preschool
experience.

2 PDC
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composition o. the aggregated Eng11811-dominant PDC and
_dompariOn g oupsSeems quite satisfactory for analytic
,purposeS. n futUre analyses of test score gain, the one
variable:6 which-th4 groups differeclinitially can be
adjus,ted ithout difficulty to make al-16wanceS for differences
in init. status.

T aggregated anish-dominant _groups also show con_
sider -le similrity,differing significantly on only one
Of1,19/dimenstens ekamined. But that one is:Prior pr school.
eprienceF a-factor that might` well be expected to make a
difference in children's adjustrient to school life, thus
poSsibly ob8cUring whatever effects PDC may produCe. (Only
ll% o the,Spanish-domihantPDC.children attended-preschool
*fore' the present Head Start Year, versus 3M-of the
1Spanishdominant comparison children.) Still, despite this
specplation, it may turn out that the difference in preschool
experience will actuallyiDe of little consequence (both
groups,_after all, will have had at'least one year of Head
Start). And even iffrior preschool experience s found
in future years to affect the performarigeof these children,
cerearin statistical !Strategies can be applied when analyzing
PD 's effects to reduce the biasintroduced by the differing
preschool experience of,the PDC and dortiparison groups.;

analysis at th:e a evel. The

Thus cOnsideririwthe two major possibilities - -(a) that
the d4fferpnce,in prior preschool experience may Have no -
future biasing, effect. and (b) that _even if a biasingleffect-
.is discovered it can probably be minimized statistically-it:
is recommended that the evaluation proceed'for the Spanish-.

*dominant ample.le This aspect of the evaluation, it should
be noted, is of special interest, since bilingual/bicultural
education is one of PDC' s special emphases.

Prospects for-!analysis at the site level. The value
erformingranalyseshild-impact at the site level

is questionable for two reasons. First, there are indications.
Of sore initial group differences at abo.ut half of the sites.
Second, there May be less tol;arn frbm twelve separate
site- level ,analyses than_. there -s-- from analyses that examine-
groups aggiWatedAcross sites; his is so because site-,Wlel
analyses co wand lean statistical power and because it is-
difficult to draw generalizations from findin _that may
fluctuate unsystematically from site to 'ke.



Will` Large Enough Samples of Children Remain: in PDC- and
itutlinalCom arison-Schools" at each Site to Permit a Lon

Study of Program Effects?

It is obvious from attrition ojections that if the
evaluation depended upon site-leve analyses;of PDC's effects
on children, the sample sizes avai able at most sites would
be inadequate by the time-Cohort 2 reaches_first grade
i is ,ppssible that as soon as next year the number of
Cohort 2.children-remaining'at PDC nd coMparis n schools
in some sites will be too small to p _it sta stically
adequate within-site analyses. By ag rega g PDC and
comparison groups across sites, hoWeve sufficient .

sample can be constituted :to allow'anaDY-ses to continue
through 1980-81, when Cohort 2 will be in grade 3. This
is certainly true for the Englishdominant. sample, 'at least.
It is,108s certainly true for the Spanish-dominant sample.

4-However, even for the latter, analyses could proceed for a
few years--long enough to allow preliminary conclusions
to be drawn about the effect's of PDC.-

The.issue is largely one of cost: are the projected,
final samples of Englishdominant PDCNand comparison
children--numbering about 200 and 170, respectively--large
enough to ju'stify the expense of the Impact Study? The
question cannot bp answered fully within this report--a
wider forum is required.

Pro ects for Westin OCD's Hypotheses
arding_PDC's Impact on Children

OCD's original specifications for the, Ppc evaluation
included three hypotheSes cncerning.the program'kexpected
impact on Children; since the time when that docuMentyas
written a fourth'hypothesis has been developed. Testing of
these hypbtheses, which are recapitulated below, will be .

the major missio of the Impact Study if, it continues longi-
tudinally.

1. He,ld Star-Entry PDC Group vt3 Head Start-Entry
Compar.sjon Group: ,Childrenj-Who) enter a PDC program
at the Head Start level will show significant gains

tests in the social-competence battery) over
comparable children who enter a non -PDC program at
the Head -tart level.
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Head Start-Entry FEW Groupvs.:ki-nd0flganteh-Entry
F.D.0 croup:., Children who enter- a PDC program.at
,the ;Head gtart level will show signi icant gains

.,

lover comparable age - mattes who enter, he PDC
,Prograt in kindergarten, not having attended Head
-St:art.

-Kinldrgarten-Entry PDC Group vs. Head ,Mart -Entryg
Comparison &roup: Children who enter:PDC at the
kindergarten level will how significant gains over
comparable age-mates yhorenter anon. -PDC Head Start
And Progress through a non-PD elementary school.

Ki-nder-garten-Entry PDC Group vs. Xindergarten-FEntry
Comparison Group: Children who enter a PDC
program at the kindergarten level will show.
significant .gainov-er comparable children who
enter a ctimparison program at the kindergarten level,

Hypothesis I is PDC's cornerstone, and AAP to the present,
the efforts of thp Impact Study have been directed-solely,'
-toward determining the feasibility of testing Hypothesis 1.
The _conclusions: drawn in the preceding/section affitw that
the hypothesis can indeed by tested w:th a reasonable
expectation of obtaining decisive.res lts Thus-it is
appropriate now to:consider:the feasibility of'testing
Hypotheses 2, 3, and 4.

Testing of Hypotheses and 3 will require identificatioh
of a:Sample of children who (a). resemb e Cohort 2-PDC
children on educationally relevant dim nsions, (b) have
had no Head Start experience, and (c) nter PDC at the
kindergarten level. Testing'of Hypoth -is 4 will requir-
identification of another group of chil ren, who satisfy
conditions (a) and (b) and who enter a omparison school
at the kindergarten level.

The feasibility of testing these h .otheses depends
upo.the chancesofbeing able, to locate children 'who are
like Cohort 2 children on the dimensions examined -in this
report (e.g.., ethnicity,"family backgro _nd), who weuld
have been eligible, or nearly elj_gible, to attend Head
Start, but did not, and who attend the same Schools as
Cohort 2 children. These conditions presentseveral problems,
enumerated below.

(1) It is far from certain that such children exist in
, numbers sufficient for statistical investigation.



. 1
:(2) ff there Are enou'll such children, it ill be

difficult to' identify, them ecause the,informati n required
to establish socioeconomic tatus,which is one f the
major m atching criteria, is often inaccessible, is
accessible only at great cost in time and sort.

If the childien.do exist and are,identi
problem remains of establishing a baseline for th

1

perforManceon the-measures-in the PDC- battery,
.4.

The third point calls for amplification4 Hyothes
2 and 3 requirb that children who enter a PDCAD igram in
-kindergarten be compared with children of the;sme age who
entered_ a PDC (or comparison) prtgram at the Head Start

::--level=. The mechanics bf.the analytic procedure.in this
case will actually involve comparing the progress of one
grOuprof children with the progress of the ether=
And to Measure progress, it is necessary to.determine each

-chil&-e baseline at the_onset of the program. Fdr Cohort,2
,childen,the program began at age A with the Head Start
year, and each child.'s performance baseline-was determined
by,administratfon of 1the fall 1976 batry. Hint_-- since the

:rkindergarten-entry children cannotja identified until they
enter Schodl at age 5-, it will not b:_pbssible to establish
an age 4 baseline for them directly. Of course, it is
possible to use age .5 as a baseline for both groups, bait
the risk in this is that PDC or Head Start will already
have- raised the performance level of 'khe-- hor- 2 childr n,

bender ,and treating age 5 as the starting point i 1 render the
.-program effect invisible.

tFe

4 i

This discueeibn is not intended'to discourage a/_ _ _

decision to pursue the testing of Hypotheses 2 through
4; its-purpose is to delineate triliseues that must be
considered before such a' decision is made. Final
recommendations .-on this and other matters will be
presented to OCD.immediately after the April meeting of
the PDC Evaluation Advisory Panel.
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Descriptions of the Mea ures in the Fall'Battery
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Descri- ions of the Measures in-the B

Social -Emotional Measures

PDC Classroom ObservatiOn-System
Preschool Interpersonal Problem-

Solving:Test (PIPS)
Pupil Observation Checklist.(POCL)

Psychomotor Measures

Aran Coordination .[McCarthy Scales-of
Children's Ability (MSCA))

le co nitivea and Lan ua Measures

Order of
Administration'

Bilingual Syntax Measure' (BSM) 2

DesigA(WPPSI) 4

Draw-A-Child (MSCA) 5.
verbal Memory (MSCA) 3

Verbal Fluencyi(MSCA) 6

Measures

Adult Language Check
Attrition, Handicap and Attendance
,mation Sheet

a

Each of these measurqs is, described briefly below. For
a more extensive review, see Interim Report II, Part Sc
Recommendations for easuring Program Impact (1975

'As noted in the text, the battery was administered in two
pr, sometimes throe sessions.



Ppc Classroom Observation System (High/ cope. Foundation,-
unpublished). The PDC obServation system was developed tO.
provide -information about children's classroom behavior
along dimdhsions pertinent t14the social7emotional goals
of Project Developmental Continuity,.- The system:focUses
on aspects of an individual Child's behavior, verbal pi-
nonverbal, that reflect the child's attitude toward himself,
and on the child's social competence as demonstrated in--
his interaction with pegs and adults

.t-

Using a time mping method, trained observers obaer
each child for five minutes at four-different,-times du ring..

the day and code their behhvior into Tour general categories:
"noninvolved,'" "involved," "interacts with peer," and _ k
"interacts with aduit,-" A fifth category, "activity leGl,".
is included to provide information concerning the context
in which these behaviors were obser ed. Each'of these
categories includes'subcategories hat are designed to

tidentify the frequency and nature:of specific behaviors
within the general cate4ory.

Preschool. Interpersonal Problem- Solving Test (Shure and

pivack, 19-7.4) . The PIPS attempt S _7assess the child's
ability to name alternative solutions to a life-related
problem-that of obtaining a toy from another child. Paper
cut-outs of boys, girls and toys are used in presenting
the - problem. Amonsjftner,city -four-yearold-s attending
the Philadelphia- Get Set day care program, those judged
as better - adjusted by theii teachers were able to concep-
tualize a greater number and a wiider range of alternative-
solutions to real -life. problems than were their more poorly
adjusted classmates

/ Pupil Observation C e klis High cope Foundation,

unpublished). This is 6 rating sale consisting of twelve
7-point bipolar adjectives derived from a similar scale
used in the Home Start eva uation.2 The tester rates each
child using this instrume t after he or she has administered.
all the other measures in the battery to the child. See

Appendix H for details on.the factor structure of this

instrument.

Shure, M. B. ivack, G. The PIPS Test Manual. Philadelphia:
HahneMan Medical College, 1974. ,

2Love, J., et al. National Home Start Evaluation. Interim
Report ilanti, title ifieniTc;COoo Foundation, March 1976".
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McCarthy Scales of Children's Abilities (Mccarthy,
1972)1. These siibtests consist of ,a series of tasks tapping
problem-solving, psychomot9r; and conceptual abilities,
and are similar to the WecNsier scalds, but with emphasis
on age-related maturational indicators.

Verbal Memory. The_child is asked. to repeat
sequences of words,(Verbal.Memoryl) and to
repeat Or retell as much as posSible of a one
paragraph story- (Verbal Memory -3).

-Verba]_Fluency, The Tchild is -asked ,to-maMe-as
many_members_of specific categorieS (e-.g animals)
As he/she can.-.

-Arm Coordination. Child bounces a,- b-r' ball,.
batches-a beanbag, and throws a beanba through
a hole in a target.

Draw-A7Child. Child draws a picture a child of
the-same sex

Wechsler Preschool -and Primary Scale or Intelligence,
Block-Design subtest (Wechsler, 1967) . task requires
reproducing (constructing) designs with f at colored d-blockse
either from the examiner's model or from a picture on:a
card, The measure taps prObleM-solving abilities, flexibility
of response. style, visual-motor:organization, and execution. :-

Bilingual Syntax Measure (Burt, Dulay and:Hernandez-Ch._,,
1975)7. This test is designed to measure children's oral
proficiency in English and/or Spanish standard grammatical
structures. .Simple questions are used with cartoon-type
colored pictures to, provide a conversational- setting for
eliciting natural speech. An analysis of the child'sres-
ponse yields a numerial indicator and'a qualitative des-
cTiption of the child's structural language proficiency in
standard English Or standard Spanish. Responses are written
down verbatim. The.English version is administered only to
Englishdominant or bilingual children; the Spanish version
only to panish-dominant or bilingual children.

'McCarthy, D. McCarthy Scales of Children's Abilities `Ma al
New York: PsYchological Corporation, 1972-.

Wechsler, D. Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intel
ligence: Manual. New York: Psychological Corporation,.1967.

3Burt, M., Dulay, H. & Hernandez-Ch. E. Bilingual Syntax
Measu New York: Harcourt, Brar Jovrovich, 1975.



Adult Language-Check. this-measure is used in the
bilingual/bicultural demoristration sites to obthin an
indication of the languages the adults in4.the dkassroom
use, during their interactions with children. The inter-
viewer sits in, the classroom-for a two-hour-period and
records the language used /by the teachers and aides
approximately every five minutes. The Adult Language Check
was used only in classrooms where languages other than
Efiglish _were , spoken by teachers, Aides, or other adults.

Demographic information Sheet. Additional4nfor7._:
mation about each child in the sample,'1SuchaS--pevioUa::,
preschool experience, handicap status, .dominant language,
etc. is Obtained from.Head Start records.

Height and Wei ht. 4111 children are weighed and
- measured during the same two-week period in the fall.

Controlling for Order Effect in Administering theBSM.:
to Bilingual Children

Children who show facility in both. Spanish and-
English receive both Versions of the BSM. Tlie -order in-
which the two versions are administered is-Controlled.
.sothaf-duringany-single testing period half the chil
dren receive the_Spanish version first,asid half receive
the English version 6_rst. Further,'-the brder is
reversed with each successive .testing so that, for
example, a child who received the Spanish version first
in the fall wouid.receive the- English version first in
the spring.



AP NIDIX B

Forms for Weekly"Terster Monitoring

The forms reproduced here Were.used weekly by testers
for mutual monitoring. The completed forms were-returned
regularly .,to High/Scope for-continuing analysis. In this

appendix, the catpgorie beside which an- X appears-are
those in idhich .testers, as a group made more. errors than
expected or than was judged tolerable.
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Interviewer

Child' s' Name

Table
ARM COORDINATION

Monitoring Form

Date'

INSTRUCTIONS: iris forM w Ilpro\tide High/Scope, Foundation with information on ho
similar the - in erview administrations are within each-site and across sites. The

interviews must be administered in a %tandaord br uniform way to insure, comparability'

of the data.- When you monitor another interviewer you should be recording the child's

responses in your interview booklet and be watching for and oting wtiethe any of the

follow _g errors occur during each of the interviews. You will fill out, one of these

moni ring forms :foreach"-interview you monitor.

Test Administration arrors
ec Ea._ Time
Error Occurs

.

5.

6,

79.

10.

11.

Fails to have CORRECT INTERVIEWING MATERIALS;
e.g., didn't have ball, beanbag, tape, etc.

-INCORRECT PLACEMENT of interview, materials;
-e.g.), didn't have target,61 from child,
didn't kneel or bend when throwing beanbag
to child, etc.

-

INCORRECT WORDING of interview questiOns;
e.g.', doesn't follow the wor scin the inter-
view booklet..

SKIPPED AN ITEM.

SKIPPED IA. SECOND TRIAL, or gave a second
,::trial whariv,it should not havejapen given.

- ,--STOPPED INTERVIEW,INCORRECTLY; e.g., gave
Part B in'Bearibag Catch Gamecwhen child
fdiled to catch in Part A.

REPEATS; repeated the interview question
more than onetiMe.

ENCOURAGEMENTSj: gave more than one enc6br-.-
agement per dipitial question and repeat;
didn%t give an encourageMent, when needed.

SCORING; scored child's response incorrectly.

INCORRECT TIMING; failed to mark erne
stepped -n test bpoklet.

OTHER: specify) .

,

Rapport with chip (circle one) Poor
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- Table B-2 ,

BILINGUAL SYNTAX MEASURE
Monitoring-Form e-

Interviewer Date

Child's Name

INSTRUCTIONS: This form will provide Hiih/Scope Foundation with information on how
similar the interview admanistrations, within each site and across sites. -The

interviews must-be administered in a itandard or uniform way to insure comparability
of the data When yob monitor another interviewer you should be recording the child's
responses in your interview booklet and be watching for an
following errors_occur during each of:the interviews. ,you ii1 fill out cn'e of

monitoring forms for each interview you monitor.,
these

-ting whether any of the

Test 'Rd m istration Errors

Fails to have CORRECT INTERVIEWING MATERIALS;
e.g., izs missing the warm-up picture.

;NCORRECT PLACEMENT of interView.materials:
e.g., dbesn't place warm -up pittu're directly
in front of Z=Alild,'doesn't place e-picture
booklet directly in front of child; didr' -t
`put warm-up picture out of child' sight ;Then
using booklet, etc.

INCORRECT WORDING of interview questions;
-e.g., doesn't follow the words in the ,

interview booklet=; adds too many additional,
comments or, qUestions.

SKIPPED AN ITEM.

. STOPPED INTERVIEW INCORRECTLY; e.g., didn t
stopafter dtem 5 whin child responded to
on1S, two_lf.the first five items;--didn't
'ston arter'four DK-R-NR.

INCORRECT TIMING; e.g.,dadn't mark time
started and ,xXme stopped- on cover of
interview-lobOklet. I' ,

REPEAl; repeatedthe tervieui question
'(,1_

more than one time or 4 repeat the
question when it should-have been repeated;
repeated the child's response verbally.

. -

ENCOURAGEME.NTE; gaVe mare than 'one encour-
ageltent-after the initial'- que.stion; gave,
more than:one encouragement Sfter,the repeat
or didn't give An,encouragement when it
should have 1)-eri given,,

9. SCORING; not writing child's response.
exactly as said; not-writing -legibly.

10. DEFINES WORDS; defining words for child
during the non-preliminary questions.

11. OTHER: (specify)

Rapport wit child one

Check Each Time',
Error Occurs

Pobr Adequate Good



T:able B73

,,,DRAW-A-CHILD

onitoring Form-

Intervie

Child' =Name

D

INS CTIONS: This fort willprovide High/Scope:Foundation with information on 'lbw
ar the interview administrations are within each site and across sites. The

tews must be administered in a standard or uniform way, to insure comparability
_ the data. When you monitor another interviewer you should be recording the child's
-sponses in.,your interview booklet and be watching:for and noting whether any of the

.following,errors occtir during each of the intefviews. You will fill out one of thes
monitoring forms for each interview you monitor.

Test Administration Errors' heck Each Time
Error _Occurs

INCORRECT PLACEMENT' of interview materials
e.g., didn't,plice blank page width-wiSe-
in front of child.

2.3INCORRECT WORDING of interview queStions;
e-g., doesn't follow the words in/the inter=

--view booklet. .

3. INCORRECT ING; e.g., di Mark time
started.

.-
REPEATS; repeats the intery-'_e question.4._ REPEA

_ ENCOURAXEMENTS; failed t give one
encouragement s=pecified in test
booklet when needed.

-OTHER: (specify) --,

Rapport with child (circle one

Name of Onitor,

qq

Poor Adequate Goo



Interviewer

Child Name

Table B-4,

PIPS

Monitoring Form

INSTRUCTIONS: This form will peoVideHigh /Scope FoundatiOn_ with information on how
.

similar the interview administratiOns are within each site. and across .sites. The

interviews must be administered in a -tindatd or anifotm, way tonsure comearability,
_ _

ot the data When, you monitor another interviewe you should be recording the child'

responses in your interview booklet and be watching for and noting whether any of the

followidg,er,rors occur during each of the ,interyiews. You will fill out one of these

monitoring forms for each interview you:monito,

4
Fails to have CORRECT-INTERVIEWING MATERIALS.;

. _

e.g., missing- one of the PIPE cutou etc.

2. INCORRECT PLACEMEf4T_of interview materials;
e.g., putting toy of wrong cut-out, placing
cut-outs on table rather than on some kind
of stand,

3. INCORRECT `W©RDINC , of interview questions;
odoesrfollow the words in the

=interview booklet.

SKIPPED_AN ITEM.

STOPPED INTERVIFW INCORRECTLY; didn't
stop .interview after two consecUtive stories
in*vVrlich 'Child -gave .repetition 1 bariSWers,-'no:
solution answers, or DK-R-NR.

Check Each Tinle
Error Occurs

PR4BING, too many or too few; e.g. , didn't
probe when response required it or probed
when child's answer was acceptable.

.Cc RING; recorded ,.child's response
incorrectly; failed to put chil=d's:,
response in correct response box.

°THEM: ecify)

Rapport With child. (cir_16 one)

Name o- Monitor

Poor
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Interviewer

Table B-5
VERBALFLUENCY
MOnitoring Form

Date

Child's Name

INSTRUCTIONS: This form will provide High/Scope Foundation with information on how
similar the interview actninistratiOns are within each site and across sites. The

interviews must be administered in a standard or uniform way to insure comparability

of the data. When you monitor_another interviewer you should be reording the child's

responses in your interview booklet and be watching for and noting whether any of the

following errors occur during each of the interviews. You will fill out one of these.

monitoring forms for each interview-you monitor.

Teb Administrttion Errors
Chedk Each Time

Error Occur:

1.

'2,

) ---4

7.

A

INCORRECT WORDING of interview questions;_
e.g., esn't follow the words in the
int- view booklet.

SKIPPED AN ITEM.

STOPPED INTERVIEW NCORRECTLY; e.g.,
didn't give entire interview.

INCORRECT TIMING; e.g. , allowed the child
More than or less than 20 seconds to name all
the toys'hie_, could think of (tester and moni-
tor should be within 5 seconds of each other

'on the timing).

REPEATS; rPeated the interview question.
. t

SCORIN&vdidn't redord child's response.
tslz.as-- said, didn't write legiblyl,

ENCOURAGEMENTS; failed to say appropr'- e
encouragement after 5 seconds when it shbuld
have been said, or encouraged too many tames.

4,

OTHER: (specify)

Rapport with child (circle one_

Name of Monit =or

Poor
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Interviewer
,

/

Child's N-me

Table B-6

VERBAL MEMORY

Mpnitoring:Form

Date

INSTRUCTION This form will provide High/Scope Foundation with,i_formation (in how
similar the intervi w administrations are within each site and across sites. The

interviews must be a nistered in a standard or uniform way to insure comparability
of the data. When you monitor another interviewer you should be recording the child's
responses inYour interview booklet and be watching for and noting whether any of the
folloWing errors occur d6fing each of the interviews. 0Yoit will fill out one of these
monitorineorms for each interview you monitor.

Test Administration Errors
--

Check Each Time
,

Error Occurs

,

INCORRECT WORDING, of interview questions;
e.g., doesn't follow the words in the
:interview booklet.

SKIPPED AN ITEM.

STOPPED INTERVIEW INCORRECTLY; e.g., failed-
to stop Part I after child gave no correct
answers to items 2 And 3, or items 4 and 5;
gave Part II when shouldn't have.

INCORRECT TIMING; didn't mark time started
on test booklet.

5. REPEATS; repeated the interview question.

6. SPEED, read the words too quickly for the
child or allowed too much time between the
words.

(ENCOURAGEMENTS; encouraged the child Ire
than once or didn't-encourage the child at
all when he didn't respond or didn't use
specified encouragement.

SCORING; failed to record child's response
correctly or wrote child's response
illegibly. .

.-OTHER: (specify)"

Rapport with child (circle one

Name of Monitor

PQ0r
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IntervieWer

Table B-7,

'WPPSI BLOCK DESIGN

Monioring Form

Date

Child's Name

INSTRUCTIoNS: This fom.willprovide High /Scope Foundation with information on how

similar the in erView:administrations are .within each site and across sites. The

interviews must be administered in a standard or uniform way to insure comparability

of the data. When:you monitor another interviewer you should be recording the child'

responses in your interview booklet and be watching for and noting whOther any-of the
'following errors occur during each of the interviews. You will fill out one of these

monitoring forms for each interview you monitor.

Test Administration Errors Check Each Time-
Error-OcCurs

Fails to have CORRECT-INTERVIEWING MATERIALS;
dopsn't have all 14 blocks, doesn't

have picture booklet.

2 INCORRECT PLACEMENT of interview materials;
e.g., makes incorrect WPPSI design, uses,
wrong blacks inallaking design,'. giving wrong
blocks' to child.

INCORRECT WORDING of interview questions;
e.g., doesn't follow the words in the
interview booklet.

4. SKIPPED AN ITEM.

-5. SKIPPED A SECOND TRIAL, or gave a second'
trial when it should not have been given.

'6. STOPPED INTERVIEW INCORRECTLY; e.g., didn't
stop after two consecutive failures, or didn't
give item 4 after child failed itdms 2 and 3.

7- INCORRECT TIMING; e.g., allowed the child more
or less time to make the design than the in-
structiOns indicated (tester and-monitor
should, be within 5 seconds of each other on
the timing), didn't mark time stopped.

REPEATS; gave a demonstration when it should
not have been given or failed to give.a demon-
stration; repeated the interview quesion

9. ENCOURAGEMENTS; gave more than one encourage-
meht 8r none at all with the initial question
and more than one encouragement,.or'none at, all
on the second trial.

10. SCORING; scored child's responSe incorrectly.

11. ROTATIONS and GAPS; failed to correct child's
rotations or ask child,' "Is that right?" when
he left more than 1/4 inch between his blocks.

1 OTHER: (Specify)

Rapport rit?h child
1 tl

Poor Adequate Good



APPENDIX C

Cott mentary o Scoring the McCarthy Arm Coordination Scale.
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Commentary on Scoring the
McCarthy%Arm Coordination Scale

1

Followin ie fall 1975 data collection, a number -

of alternative procedures were explored for Scoring items
and scale scores i42gid*child'testbattery.. Particular
attention was''aid to the subtestsof-the McCarthy Scales
of Children's Abilities (Draw -A = Child, Verbal Fluency
Verbal M ry, and Arm Coordination). Thes6 efforts were
reported in nterim TZeport III, Part A (March 1, 1976).
)rhe cone usion at that time was that since there were no
apparent differences between &.he results of McCarthy
scoring p:ocedures and alternative procedures, there would
b.sno advantage in adhering to the McCarthy scoring
conventions.

HoWeVer, re7exami Ttlpnof thJ psychometric datafor
the three 'administrations of the-battery indicates a need
for revising this position with respect to the Arm Coordination
scale. .When scored using McCarthy criteria, internal
consistency reliability (alpha) coefficients,/have been
consistently lower than those,fdr other tests in the battery
(for the English-dominant sample; .54, .62, and t6,5 for fall
1975, spring 1976, and fall 1976). Since this scale is'the
only "pure"' psychomotor measure-in the battery, 'the incentive
-t.Oretain it is greater than 'it would be if it were redundant
with other constr tS yapped by the battery. Thus alternatiVe
scoring procedure We fe explored (Dice again'.

It was found that internal con,istency) coefficients for
the fall 1976 Arm Coordination data were 'somewhat higher
when each of the six items in the scale as weighted equally

. than when they were weighted unequally, as they are in the
McCarthy-prOtedures. (Logic also argues for equal weighting
since no argUment is known to exist for unequal weighting.)
Although the internal consistency coefficient'for the English-
dArnant Sample still just manages to reach ,the 'nominal criterion

ivaluerof is judged to be sufficient to warrant
retention,of this instrument, especially when consideration
is given to the-relatively high test-retesC,correlation,
,founq least year.
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APPENDIX D

Flowcharts for the Analysis ProOedure
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rrect problem. Go to
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Step 2B.



Figure D 3

:Flpw. Chart Step- Are Reliability an - VaXidity Constant Across Tip

Determine
t-

Cronbach
alphas for
fall 1975,

spring 1976,
fall 1976.

3C.

Are alphas
for a singlesingle
measure
comparable
across 'ithreeit fits?

and. - Samples?

3D.

Measure
considered
reliable
or-target _-

pUpulatipn.

Go to
Step 3F.

Evaluate reasons
-for- lack of

c mparability.

Table validity
determination
for three
time points.

= , 3H.

IsA val

estimate
comparable
across three
tibe. points?

Measure -Op-
sidered valid
and suitable
for target
opulation.

Are any
res left
-are?

Go to
Step 3F.

Operations

Action decisions'

= Go to

Yes/No flows

Mandatory flows,,

Go to
Step 4.



igure D-4

=

FlqwCha for Ster Facto-

_actor4nAlyze al =l
scale's -determined

be reliable,
using a principal
components solution
(perform separate
analyses for Eng-
lish and Spanish -
samples).

E

Structure Expecta_rions?

4B=
Perform varimax
rotation of .the
factors obEained.

10,

4C.
Detdrmine the
cOMPdaitiipn of each
fa.C.4.0r.'b'oY inspect-

fl -the pattern of
scale loadings;
identify and label
the unifying
construct

Op rations

Action decisions-

Go to

Mandatory flows

4D.
Compare factor

structure. for 4a11,
.1976' to previous
ctor structures

4E.
COmpare fall 1976
factor-strucfures
of English and

-'-Spanish samples.

Go to
Step 5.



Flow Chart for Step 5:
he PDC and Comparison Groups Co

5A.
Are any sites,. Yes
or aggregations___1110
remaining.to
be analyzed?

Go to
Step 6.

Compare -PD and c
parison groups,wi
each site -and aprO
sites on eactr-vi
meas7ureandibn
demographicie*i..
Perform comparison
separately for
English-dominant and
Spanish-dominant
samples. erfory: t
tests or k as
appropriate for
metric and

variables
respectively.

= Operations

ActiOn decisions

= Go to

Yes/No flows7-

m-- Mandatory flows

I
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Figure D-6

FlOw Char __or Step .6 re .:-Samp].e SizeS
and Retention, Rates Adequate?

e any sites
- _or aggregations

remaining.to be
49alyzed?

Yes

the tpabis of'cur4-
rent sarikde size and
estimatg-d attrition,
project sizes of PDC
and comparison groups
at each time point

toa pro-
spective longitudinal
study,

= Operations

= 'Action deci

= Yes /No: flows

110 = Mandatory
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APPENDIX E

M gnitude of Differences fo T Variables on
Which GrOxips Were sound Uns(qual, by Site
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Table E-3-*

Calitornia-E

erences Between PDC and Comparison Analytit
amplies- for-Variables on Which Samples Were,Found Unequal (p<1.11)

Background.:Characteri

No,differenOWS.found--

Tes ance,-

No differences
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Table- E-2

California - Spanish

S.

1agnitude of Differences- Between PDC and Compdrison-Analytic
Samples for Variables on Which Samples Were Found Unequal (p 01)$

Background racteristics

No differences found.-

Performance

io differpnces found.
F

1-) -1fl

120

DC
(Nt17)

Comparison
fN7151.



Table E-3

ColOrado

,MagnitU of Differences Between PDC -and Co arison_ Analytic,
Samplesfor Variables. n Which Samples Were Found Unequalp<-.01)

Background Characteristics

No differenc s found.

Test Performance

No differences found.

PDC
NTTI)

Comparison
(1P30)



Table. E-4

nnecticut

4

Magnitude orDifferences Between PDC and Comparison Analytic
Samples for Variables on Which Samples Were Found Unequal (p.01)

No _differences found.

Test Performance

No differences found.

122
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Ma, rd DifferAces Be ween PDC and Comparison Analytic
or Variables cry Which Samples. Were Found Unequal .(p,.01)

PDC
(N=43)

No comparison group.
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agnitude of Differences Between PDC and Comparisbn Analytic
Samples for Variables on Which' amples!Wexe Found,Unequal ,(13.01)

ound Characteristics

No differences found.

Note

erformance

POCL-2

Group means are given as z scores.. A z score exp
difference-between one grEwp's mean and the mean
in terms of standard deviation units .50z
posi,tion 1/2 standard deviation above the overall

eases the
or all cases7
pre ants a

meant.



finitude of Differences Between PDC and Comparison Analytic
Samples for Variables on Which Samples Were Found-Znegual.(p.0.1)1

Background-Charasterigti s-

differences fdlind,

Test Performance

Verbal Fluency

Verbal Memory-1

Note

- 34z

Group means are given as-'z scores. A sco e_-expresses the
difference between one group's mean and the mean for all cases
in terms of standard deViation units (e.g.,:.502 represents-a
position 1/2 standard deviation above the overall mean)-
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Table E-$

Maryland

Magnitude of Diff ences Between ppc and Comparison Analyti_
Samples for. variable on Which Samples Were Found Unequal p.01)

Background Characteristics

No differences found.

Test Performance

verbal -- Memory -3

Note

(

PDC

,.40z

Comparison
(N=45)

---28z

Group'means are given-as -2 scores. A z score expresses the
difference between one group's -mean:ana the mean- for all cases
in terms-of sthndar(I.deviation units -(e.g., ,50z represents a
position 1/2 standard deviation above the overall mean).

-;
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Table E-9

Michigan

.Magnitude of Differences Between PDC and.Cdmparison Analytic
'ampler for Variables on Which Samples WereFound- Unequal .(p-,!.01)-

Sac}(ground_Characteristics

No differences found%

Test Performance

Note

Verbal Memory-1-

PDC
fNv58)

cpmpaii
(Nt:5-8)

.24z

Group means are givel_ as z scores. A z score-expresses the
differpnce between one group's mean and the mean for all cases
in terms of standard deviation units (e.g., .50z represents a'
position 1/2 standard deviation above the overall mean).
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Table E-10

Texas-Englistb

Magnitude of Differenceetweep PDC and Comparison Analytic
Samples for Variables can Which SaMples: Were Found Unequal (p..01)

,Bac round -Character,xst

4

Comparison
(N19)

No differences faun

Test. Performance.

No diffe enee found.,

I
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Table E-11

-Texas -Spanish

Magnitude of Differences Betwee4OPDC and Comparison. Analytic
Samples for AriableS on4Which Samples-Were-Found-Unequal (p<.01)

A

j

Background --ha- cteristics

Age

Prior *Preschool

Yes

No

Test Performance,
r

No differences found.

Note

97%

`aoraipar

(N34)

.27z

33%

67%

Group=meang.are giVemas z scores. , A z Score expreSses the
difference between oneA-roup's mean and tha,mean for. all
/in terms io,f standard-deviation units (e.g.0z-represents'a
position 1/ standard deviation above the overall mean):



Table `F -12

Utah

Magnitude of Differences Between PDC and Comparison Andlytic
Samples for Variables on Which Samples Were Found -UnequAl (1?.01).

Baokfround Characteristics

No differences found.

Test Perfoimance

Note

Height

PDC
(N=61)

Corn,
(N=55y

-23z _ -.25Z

Group rrr :.Ins are given as z scores. A z score expresses the-
differen-de between-Dne group's mean and the mean'for all cases

-in terms of standdrd deviation units (e.g., .50z represents a
position 1/2 standard deviation above the overall mean).
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Table E-13

Washingtod

Magnitude of'Diffetences Between PDC and Comparison Analytic*
SaTRAes fat on Which Samples Wpte FoUnd Unequal (p .01

Back round Characteristics

No difference s found..,

Test Performance

No differences found,

N:=49Y
Com ariso nPDC.

a
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West Virginia

Magnitude of Differences Between PDC and Comparison Analytic
Samples for Variables on Which Samples Were. oupd UnequalAp.01)

Back =round Characteristics

NO differences found.

Test Performance

No differenceS found.

132

PDC
(1\1=-42)

Comparis
1\1=-29)

=A1



Table E-15

English-Dominant Aggregate

Magnitude' of Differences Between PDC and ComariscuTAhalytic
Sampls for Variable; on Which-Samples Were FoUnd Unequal (p<.01)

Background Characteristics

Test

No differenees'found.

Performance

Verbal, Memory-1
F

Note

PDC Comparison

-.09 .10z

Group means are given as-z scores. A. score expresses the-
difference betweenonergroup'S mean and the. mean for all cases
in terms of standard ddviation units (e.g.', 50z represents a
position 1/2 standard deviation above the overall rdean).



Tab E -1

Spa- -h-R pominant Aggregate

Magnitude of Differe ces''Between-PD C and Uompariscn Analytic
Sadples' for Variables. on Which Samples Were Found Unequal (p.01)

Back. round Characteris

Pribr Preschool Exp rienc e

Yes 11% , 39%

!PC Comparison

No

Test Performance

No differences fund.

89% 61%
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Definitions of Observation Categories
1

Category 1, Noninvolved,

The child. is neither interacting t Al ape s
object, nor engaged in a purposeful activity.

Ca egpry 2.' Involvd:
TN--'- /

The child is Ater-acting with a person-or objec
T1' ,s category ,is also coded when the _child is e aged
in purposeful activity such as singing to him/her-

,

self.

Subcategory Via. Focus of Attention:

The child is engaged in a recip-
rocal interaction with a peer
and/or adult.

Nonsocial: The child is el aged in a purpose-
. ful activity vich does not in-

Volve other, perSons.

SulD.Language Spoken during Activity:

Verbal E lish: While engaging A social or
nonsocial-activities, the
child .speaks only in English.

Verbal Spanish: While engaging in social or
nonsocial activities, the

`peaks-peaks in English.

Verbal Combined: While engaging in social or
nonsocial, activities, the
child use's a combination of
Spanish and English words.

A

_
Nonverbal: While engaging in social or

nonsocial activities, th
child does` not speak,.

1For expanded definition and examples of these categories,
see Appendix E, Interim Report IV, Part A (August 1, 1976).
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Cate-or ,3. Interactions with-Peer

The child engages'in a reciprocal interaction with a'
eer(s) by looking at, listening to, talking withi,

or sharing materials and working on a common project.

Subcateor 3a escri-tion of Peer Interaction

The child expresses verbal and/or,
physical aggression or 'hostility
toward the

The child a tempts, verbally or
nonverbally, to direct, influence,
o manipulate the behavior of a

r(s) in a positive Manner.
e child's behavior is directed
oward on (or mor ) of the

/7allowing outcomes. changing
e peer's course of acton, ini-
ating a new behavior,ift showing
t lling) the peer how to do

so ,tithing.

211!!Lta: The child does not comply with or
ignores in a positive manner
attempts made by a peer to control
his/her behavior.

Other:

Subcate.ories

The child, interacts in a cooper-
=ative andlpositive manner with -a
peer(s). The child is sharing,
helping, taking turns, working
jointly, listening to, Or talking
with a peer. (This item is Only
marked,for each positive behavior
that is clearly not a controlling
and asserting behavior.)

ur of Peer Interaction:

R- uests Information: The child, seeks (by posing
a question, making a
demand, etc.)a factual
statement-or explanation
'concerning a task, prOb-
lem, casual relationship,
or other events or -itu-kations in is /her e-viron-
ment.
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Provides Information: The child offers 4n-
formation in the form
of factual Statements,
explana ±ions, or physical
gestdres.

Requests Assistance: The child. seeks physical
assistance or materials
for initiating or corn --
pleting an activity.

Aovides Assistance:

tests Support':

Provides Sup ort

Haaulicable:

1', ,

139

The child-offers physical
assistance or materials
for initiating or Com-
pleting an activity.

The child seeks comfort,
protection, or reassurance
after a hurt, disappoint-
ment, or other problem
Situation. _The child does
not request assistance,or
information for solving
the problem.

The child provides a peer
with comfort, protection,
or reassurance after
hurt; disappointment, or
other problem situation.
The child does not provide
assistanCe or information
for solving the problem.
This it -.m is alto coded
or v bal expressions of

thy or empathy.

The pu__ ose of the child's
interaction with a peer is
clearly not oneof re-
questing5ibvidlng ihfor-,
mation, assistance, ma-
terials, or emotional
support.



Ca e or 4. interactions with Adults:

The child engagesin:a-reciprocal interaction with an
adult(s) by looking at, listening to, talking with,
or sharing materidts and-working on a common- project.

ubcategoy 4a. Type o Adv.t

Negative) The child expresses verbal and/or
physical aggression or hostility
toward the adult(s).'

Controlling= The child attempts, verbally or
nonverbally, -. to direct, influence,
or manipulate the behavior of
an adult(s) in a-positive manner.
The child's behavior i8 directed
toward one (or more) of the
following outcomes= changing,
the adult's course of action,

-.initiating a new behavior, or
showing (telling)-the adult how
to do something.

The ..child doe's not comply with or
ignores in a positive manner
attempts made by an adult to
control his /he behavior.

Other__ The child interacts in a coopera-
_

tive and positive manner with an
adult(s). The child is sharing,
helping, taking turns, working
jointly., listening to-, or talking
with an adult. (This item is

- only marked for each positive
behavior that is s-clearly not a
controlling and asserting behavior

A

Subcategories 4b and c. Fur ose Adult Interaction-

Re- tests Assistance: The- chi d seeks Phys
assistan_e or materials
for initiating co: com-
pleting an activit-



Provides Assistance :. The child offersphypical-1
assistance or materials ,

for initiating or com-
pleti an activity.

Requests Suppott:

Provides Support:

he child seeks comfort,
otection, or reas-
ranee after a hurt,
sappointment, or other

problem situation. The
child does not request
_assistance or informatiOn
for solving the problem.

The' child provides an
adult with comfort,
protection, or reassurance
after a hurt, disappoint-
ment, or other pro lem
situation. The chid.
does not provide 'assistance
or information for solving
the problem. This item is
also coded for verbal
expressions of sympathy or
empathy. -

The purpose of the child's
interaction. with an adult
is clearly*not one of
requesting/providing-
information, assistance,
materials, or emotional-
support..

Classroom ActivityyEL:

This category. describes the opportunity "children have
to spontaneously engage in or initiate interactions
'with others. The observer's attention is-no longer
directed toward the target child, but toward the
classroom as a whole. After surveYing the classroom,
one of the following itemsis coded after each
5-second observation interval:.
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Maximal: This refers to those parts of the day in
which children and adults are free to
initiate or maintain spontaneous inter-
actions (verbally or physically),among
themselves. The childreware generally
able to choose their own activity, with
minimal _structuring or direction by an
.adult. Teachers sometimes call these
"free play"-or "free choice" periods.

Moderate: This refers to those parts of the day in
which the opportunity for spontaneous-
interaction among adults and children is
substantially,reduced. During this
period, classroom behavior is typically
decided less,by children than by adult
direction.iThere is still some oppor-
tunity for spontaneous interactions to
ccur within this structure.

Minimal: This refers to those parts of the day .in
which children are not free to initiate/
maintain spontaneous interactions (verbal
or physical) among themselves. Class-
room behavior of the children is primarily
controlled and directed by an adult.
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-

-tandard Deviations of .Cla-s child-Adult inteictionsa

Observation Vari

ACROSS ALL

activity

levels

Mean

:Description of Dili-Adult Interactions:07

I
Neg ve

Po ve ContA'o-e\

PoSitive AiSett

Pozitive °theft

Purpose Of Chi1d-Adult Interactions

Reque6t iniamation

ive,In60AmatiOn

Requetst AuiztanceMateirigh

..Givokuiegnce/MateAiato

Request Suppott

qive Suppott

Estimates'represent

/.3Relative frequenr.

.34

. 02

. 65

Si

0

.05

.20

MAXIMUM

activity
levels

Mean

()

.40

.02

.58

. 08 .07 11

. 55 19 .51

.13 .11 .18

. 07 .12 .07

() ()

MODERATE

activity

levels

Mean

0 ()

. 30 .36

. 06 .02

. 30 .63

MINIMUM

activity
levels

jaku_delatku.

( )

. 28

:06

. 27

( )

.2'

02

.77

.15 0; .11 .04

.26 i4 ,59.

.420, .14 .19 .08

. 12) .0 .14 .13

C) ()

) ( ) () (

. 26

. 06

:26

.07

. 35

. 19

. 26

elative frequencles.

this category fell between .00 and 01.



Tak

Means .and Standard Deviations (If classro m
- involvement and Classrooth Verbal BehavfLor, Var able a

L Observation Variable

Classroom involvement

Nontnvotved

Soc,Lat

hamociat

C1assroom-Verba149ehavior

VeAbat.Engish

Vetbar-Spani6h

Veda Combination

Nonvable

Estimat riepr'esent

-Relative frequency

,w)

ACROSS

activity

levels,

ALL MAOIUM

activity

levels

Mean D.Mean

.06 ,07 .05 .10

.46 .16 .44 .19

.48 .16 .1 .19

.27 .08 .29 .13

03 .08 '.03 .08

()b 0 ()

.70 .08 .69 .13

elative frequencies.

this category fell between .00 and ,01.

Mea

07

.44

.49

MINIMUM

actiVit

levels

.08

.18

.25 10

.03 .09

( ) ()

.72 .11

a

.08 .11

.64 .24

.28 .23

.19 .14

.03 .07

.15



Means :a

Table F-3

radar 'Deviations of Classroom Child-
.

I

*

ACROSS ALL

levels

MAXIMUM,

"attivity'

levels

Observation variaiean
Meah

Cser:ip io f Child-Peer Interactl

Negativ

00.6. v Contut

()Wive Asisent

Positbe OtheA. .

Purpose of Child-Peer Interactions

Request Inimmatton

Give Inimmatior

Reque4t A44i4takce/Mat

-Give &mi.stance/Mateu

Request Suppott

Give,Suppmt

a_
Es stcimates represen

)b

38

.03

58

.07

,40

.04

.55

eer Interadtion§

ERATE

c iyity

v-ls

ean

a

MI Ui

Activity.

levels.

1

.01

.24 '7 .29

.08 .02 .03

,2 61 ..29

03

36

.07 .08 .01 .11- .16 .05

.18 .43 .20 .51, .23 ,48

.11 .20 .15 .14 .15 :20

.12 .11 '.16 .10' .15 .09

() ( () 0, () ()

() () () () ()

.12

6

.12

11

5

latilie frequencies..

b
Relative frequency of this category fell be weeh .00 and CI.



'APPENDIX G

ales of the-POCL'
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-Subscalet of the POOLl

( Factor analysis', of the PuqX1 Observationt cklist
yielded t;MD-odistinct fa_ ctus (accounting for 47.6% do
31.4% of, the variance, 1:'spectively)- whose cbmpositian
is essentiallY identical to that of the factors discovered
in-past.analyses of the POOL... As before, they have been
named "Task Orientation" and "Extroversion" to describe
the common cbaracteristics of their constituent items.
The loadings of each item on each factor are shown in
Table G-1. Scores on the subscales were calculated .by
summin the actual scores on all items for a-subscale.
These supscale.scores were then used flar subpequent analyses
of the OCL fall 1976 data

Psychometric analyses of spring 1976, and fall 1976
1),(Dcli data indicate that thq two subs ales Possess a h]
degree of internal consistency (a >-.90 at both time-
points). 'Since this instrument is used'by testers at all
sites, for all groups, scores on these scales could be
considered equivalent for English-dominant and Spantsh-
dominAnt sarIples, and might enter us fully into future

S'analyseof data pled across language groups.

Principal components solution, varimax rotation.
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Table- G-1

Ipscales o. the POCLu Based ott-Faciscir Analysis
a

eftem Scores for All Children iia the Analytic: Sathp e
Fall 1976:Da

.

Loading of Item on Each-facto
1(Iligher loading italicied)

410CL Item
-__

Fa for 1
"Task Orientation"

_

T Factor 2:
"ExtroVe;sion".

--pd?4tive .76 .40
N

ociable .42 7.83

Involved .69 .55

Talkative .32 .87

Attentive, .83 .26

ACtive .25 86

Relaxed .76 .39

Quick to respond ,62 .52

Attempt difficult
tasks .81 .41

Keeps trying .86 .29

Realistically sel -
confident .89 .ib

a
Principal components solution, varimax rotation.
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APPENDIX H

Analytic Procedure for Investi _ion of PDC and
Aar on Classroom Comparability on he Observation Variables
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Analytic Procedure or Investigation. of PDC and
Comparisbn ClassroOM Compare bilit- the Observation Variables

When analyzing data that represent proportion. {such.
as theielative.frequencies in the PDC Observation SysteM),.
,the data- are sometimes transformed mathematically- (e.g.,
arcSim- of tile square :root of-the proportiOn)to "normalize"
the distribtionsof the prbportion.- hese transformation's
areapased on the assumption inc:_aracteristic i
question is distributed normally in larger-target
1-population -and thus Should.beforced ilto -0-normal config-
uration for -the sample. Forvarious re_sonS,- that assumption
is not tenable-for- thete Ahta;. Consequently-, analyses-of
PDC and.compari8on classroom comparability were performed
using untransformed 'relative frequencies of the observation

-variables.

Since the purpose of performing these comparability
Analyses mlis to test the assumption that ppc and comparison_
group clan room means would not be significantly different,
a liberal significance level of .10 was selected as the
criterion for evaluating differences. TC..!el-,groupvariables
were created for these comparisons. In the first,
classrooms containing anlchildren:tested in English were
split into PDC and comparison grOups. In the second, all
classrooms with any Childrn tested in Spanish were divided
into -PDC and comparison groups.

. -

An initial set of analyses was performed on the
relative frequencies using the paramet4Ac This
statistic is robust with respect to violatio

-normality assumptiOns. However, .-in'the event the
difference between group variances is signific_nt, the
results of such analyses must be interpreted c utiously.
-Conspguently, a second set of non. - parametric a alyses,
using the median. test, were also performed for he same
English-dominant sample (PDC vs. Comparison) and panish-
dominant sample (PDC vs. comparisod).
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